September 26, 2017
By Electronic Mail and Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
The Honorable Wilbur Ross
Secretary of Commerce
U.S. Department of Commerce
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240
E: wlross@doc.gov
Re:

Petition for certification pursuant to 22 U.S.C. § 1978 of actions undertaken
by Canadian nationals diminishing the effectiveness of the Convention on
Nature Protection and Wild Life Preservation in the Western Hemisphere
and the Convention for the Conservation of Anadromous Stocks in the North
Pacific Ocean.

Dear Secretary Ross:
The undersigned groups submit this petition pursuant to the Pelly Amendment to the
Fishermen’s Protective Act of 1967, seeking an investigation of actions by Canadian nationals
associated with six British Columbia hardrock mine projects in transboundary watersheds of the
Taku, Stikine, and Unuk rivers. These projects are likely to result in takings of salmonid fish
species that will diminish the effectiveness of the Convention for the Conservation of
Anadromous Stocks in the North Pacific Ocean (“the Anadromous Stocks Conservation
Convention”). As a result, they pose threats to American livelihoods and jobs.
On June 27, 2016, groups submitted the attached document to the Department of the
Interior (see Appendix), describing grounds for investigation with respect to two treaties—the
Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention and the Convention on Nature Protection and
Wild Life Preservation in the Western Hemisphere (“Western Hemisphere Convention”). The
Department of the Interior’s Fish and Wildlife Service has informed us that it is reviewing the
petition with regard to the implementation of the Western Hemisphere Convention. The Service,
however, referred us to the Secretary of Commerce with respect to the implementation of the
Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention. We thus submit this petition for your
consideration as it relates to the Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention.
As elaborated in the Appendix, by developing and operating mines in the Taku, Stikine,
and Unuk river watersheds in British Columbia, Canadian nationals are or will be engaging in
conduct that is likely to cause takings that diminish the effectiveness of U.S. conservation
treaties, including the Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention. The Tulsequah Chief
Mine, Red Chris Mine, Schaft Creek Mine, Galore Creek Mine, Kerr-Sulphurets-Mitchell Mine,
and Brucejack Mine (collectively “the B.C. Mines”) are likely to have significant adverse effects
on all five species of Pacific salmon and steelhead trout that are protected under the Anadromous
Stocks Conservation Convention. Construction and operation of the mines will generate billions
of metric tons of toxic mine tailings and waste rock, and involve the discharge of waste water
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into waterbodies in which these species spawn, and in some cases rear. If allowed to operate as
planned, these mines are likely to subject fish to acid mine drainage and heavy metals
pollution—resulting in potential population-level harms. For centuries after mine closures these
watersheds will face the possibility that water-treatment plants and tailings impoundments will
not operate as planned; the result will be chronic long-term leakage of acid mine drainage and
heavy metals, possibly even catastrophic failure, as demonstrated by the disaster at British
Columbia’s Mount Polley Mine in August 2014. Pollution of the transboundary watersheds with
heavy metals and other mine pollutants can impair salmonids’ reproductive and survival
functions, and can even be directly lethal to them at sufficient concentrations. For these and
other reasons, the development and operation of the B.C. Mines are likely to amount to takings
that diminish the effectiveness of the Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention.
Under the Pelly Amendment, when foreign nationals may be engaging in taking that
diminishes the effectiveness of a U.S. conservation treaty, the Secretary must undertake an
investigation. The statute then authorizes Executive actions to remedy the situation. In this
instance, if the investigation results in certification, we do not think that the option of trade
sanctions should be the Government’s remedy; in particular, remedies affecting Canadian
fisheries products would be inappropriate and we oppose such a remedy. Here, we urge the
Secretary to undertake an investigation of the potential impacts of the B.C. Mines. In
conjunction, we urge the Secretary to engage officials at the State Department and other relevant
officials of the Federal Executive to request and secure a referral of the issue of harms to these
transboundary watersheds resulting from the B.C. Mines to the International Joint Commission,
pursuant to Article IX of the Boundary Waters Treaty executed between the United States and
Canada. The threat of pollution from the B.C. Mines is an international problem, requiring the
involvement of the Federal Government to protect American interests. In keeping with its
fiduciary relationship with the Tribal governments in Southeast Alaska, the Federal Government
must protect the Tribes’ interests in the international sphere. To this end, a referral to the
International Joint Commission would most directly address the transboundary threats from these
mines, and could potentially obviate the need for further steps under the Pelly Amendment.
We urge the Secretary to collaborate with the Department of the Interior in investigating
the potential impact of the B.C. Mines. Such collaboration would allow the two agencies
efficiently to investigate in their respective jurisdictions the six mine projects that may affect the
implementation of the treaties. It will also allow for each agency to benefit from the expertise of
the other; for example, the Departments of the Interior and Commerce could pool their expertise
with respect to anadromous fish. The economies of scale and benefits of expertise that could be
drawn upon through collaborative work would best allow the Federal Government to protect the
interests of Alaskan and Alaska Native communities downstream of the B.C. Mines.
Pursuant to the Pelly Amendment, we thus petition the Secretary to undertake an
investigation into whether the B.C. Mines will be, or are already, engaging in takings that
diminish the effectiveness of the Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention.
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Sincerely yours,
Richard Chalyee Éesh Peterson
CENTRAL COUNCIL OF TLINGIT &
HAIDA INDIAN TRIBES OF ALASKA

Clinton Cook, Sr.
CRAIG TRIBAL ASSOCIATION

John Morris, Sr.
DOUGLAS INDIAN ASSOCIATION

Stan Tomandl
FRIENDS OF THE STIKINE SOCIETY

Irene Dundas
KETCHIKAN INDIAN COMMUNITY

Dennis Demmert
KLAWOCK COOPERATIVE
ASSOCIATION

Casimero “Roy” Aceveda, Jr.
ORGANIZED VILLAGE OF KAKE

Frederick Otilius Olsen, Jr.
ORGANIZED VILLAGE OF KASAAN

Lee Wallace
ORGANIZED VILLAGE OF SAXMAN

Brandon Thynes
PETERSBURG INDIAN ASSOCIATION

Will Patric
RIVERS WITHOUT BORDERS

Heather Hardcastle
SALMON BEYOND BORDERS

Frederick Otilius Olsen, Jr.
SOUTHEAST ALASKA INDIGENOUS
TRANSBOUNDARY COMMISSION

Meredith Trainor
SOUTHEAST ALASKA CONSERVATION
COUNCIL

Mark Kaelke
TROUT UNLIMITED

Richard Oliver
WRANGELL COOPERATIVE
ASSOCIATION

Victoria Demmert
YAKUTAT TLINGIT TRIBE

Kenta Tsuda
Iris Korhonen-Penn
EARTHJUSTICE

Electronic copy:
The Hon. Ryan Zinke, Secretary of the Interior;
The Hon. Benjamin Friedman, Acting Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and
Atmosphere & Acting Administrator, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration;
Mr. Chris Oliver, Assistant Administrator, NOAA Fisheries;
Mr. Greg Sheehan, Acting Director U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service;
Mr. Bryan Arroyo, Assistant Director for International Affairs; U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service;
The Hon. Bill Walker, Governor, State of Alaska;
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The Hon. Byron Mallott, Lt. Governor, State of Alaska;
The Hon. Lisa Murkowski, United States Senate (via Michael Pawlowski, Ephraim Froehlich);
The Hon. Dan Sullivan, United States Senate (via Erik Elam);
The Hon. Donald Young, United States House of Representatives (via Michael Defilippis).
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LIST OF PETITIONERS
Primary Contact:
Kenta Tsuda
Associate Attorney
EARTHJUSTICE
325 Fourth Street
Juneau, AK 99801
T: 907.500.7129
E: ktsuda@earthjustice.org
Richard Chalyee Éesh Peterson
President
CENTRAL COUNCIL OF TLINGIT &
HAIDA INDIAN TRIBES OF ALASKA
9097 Glacier Highway
Juneau, AK 99801
T: 907.463.7379
E: rpeterson@ccthita‐nsn.gov

Clinton Cook, Sr.
President
CRAIG TRIBAL ASSOCIATION
1330 Craig-Klawock Highway
P.O. Box 828
Craig, AK 99921
T: 907.826.3996
E: clintoncooksr@craigtribe.org

John Morris, Sr.
Tribal Council Member
DOUGLAS INDIAN ASSOCIATION
811 W 12th Street
Juneau, AK 99801
T: 907.635.0686
E: johnmorrisak@yahoo.com

Stan Tomandl
Chair
FRIENDS OF THE STIKINE SOCIETY
1281 Denman Street
Coast Salish Territory
Victoria BC Canada V8T 1L7
T: 250.383.5677
E: stikine@islandnet.com

Irene Dundas
President
KETCHIKAN INDIAN COMMUNITY
2960 Tongass Ave.
Ketchikan, AK 99901
T: 907.617.6220
E: Idundas@kictribe.org

Dennis Demmert
Tribal President
KLAWOCK COOPERATIVE
ASSOCIATION
310 Bayview Blvd
Klawock, AK 99925
T: 907.755.2265
E: summitklawock@gmail.com

Casimero “Roy” Aceveda, Jr.
President
ORGANIZED VILLAGE OF KAKE
P.O. Box 316
Kake, AK 99830
T: 907.785.6471 ext. 111
E: Dsjackson@kakefirstnation.org

Frederick Otilius Olsen, Jr.
Tribal President
ORGANIZED VILLAGE OF KASAAN
P. O. Box 26
KXA KASAAN
Ketchikan, AK 99950-0340
T: 907.617.9941
E: fred@kasaan.org
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Lee Wallace
President
ORGANIZED VILLAGE OF SAXMAN
Route 2, Box 2
Ketchikan, AK 99901
T: 907. 247.2502
E: iragovt@kpunet.net

Brandon Thynes
Tribal Resource Director
PETERSBURG INDIAN ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 1418
Petersburg, AK 99833
T: 907.772.3636
E: trd@piatribal.org

Will Patric
Executive Director
RIVERS WITHOUT BORDERS
Box 1968
Port Townsend, WA 98368
T: 360.379.2811
E: will@riverswithoutborders.org

Heather Hardcastle
Campaign Director
SALMON BEYOND BORDERS
419 6th Street, Suite 200
Juneau, AK 99801
T: 907.209.8486
E: heather@salmonstate.org

Frederick Otilius Olsen, Jr.
Chairman
SOUTHEAST ALASKA INDIGENOUS
TRANSBOUNDARY COMMISSION
P.O. Box 371
KXA Kasaan
Kasaan, AK 99950-0340
T: 907.617.9941
E: fred@kasaan.org

Meredith Trainor
Executive Director
SOUTHEAST ALASKA CONSERVATION
COUNCIL
224 Gold Street
Juneau, AK 99801
T: 907.586.6942
E: Meredith@seacc.org

Mark Kaelke
Southeast Alaska Project Director
TROUT UNLIMITED
3805 Portage Blvd.
Juneau, AK 99801
T: 907.321.4464
E: MKaelke@tu.org

Richard Oliver
President
WRANGELL COOPERATIVE
ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 2021
Wrangell, AK 99929
T: 907.874.4304
E: wcatribe@gmail.com

Victoria Demmert
Tribal President
YAKUTAT TLINGIT TRIBE
P.O. Box 418
Yakutat, Alaska 99689
T: 907 784 3238
E: vldemmert@gmail.com
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APPENDIX

June 27, 2016
By Electronic Mail and Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
The Honorable Sally Jewell
Secretary of the Interior
U.S. Department of the Interior
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240
E: exsec@ios.doi.gov
Re:

Petition for certification pursuant to 22 U.S.C. § 1978 of actions undertaken by
Canadian nationals diminishing the effectiveness of the Convention on Nature
Protection and Wild Life Preservation in the Western Hemisphere and the
Convention for the Conservation of Anadromous Stocks in the North Pacific Ocean.

Dear Secretary Jewell:
The undersigned groups submit this petition, pursuant to the Pelly Amendment to the
Fishermen’s Protective Act of 1967,1 seeking an investigation and potential certification to the
President of actions by Canadian nationals that are likely to result in takings that diminish the
effectiveness of two international programs for endangered or threatened species. By developing
and operating mines in the Taku, Stikine, and Unuk river watersheds in British Columbia,
Canadian nationals are or will be engaging in conduct that is likely to cause takings that diminish
the effectiveness of the protections of woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) and grizzly
bear (Ursus arctos) populations under the Convention on Nature Protection and Wild Life
Preservation in the Western Hemisphere (“Western Hemisphere Convention”),2 as well as
takings that diminish the effectiveness of the protection of five species of Pacific salmon
(Oncorhynchus gorbuscha, O. keta, O. nerka, O. kisutch, and O. tshawytscha) and steelhead
trout (O. mykiss) under the Convention for the Conservation of Anadromous Stocks in the North
Pacific Ocean (“Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention”).3
In conjunction with the investigation you must undertake under the Pelly Amendment,
we urge you to engage officials within the Federal Executive to request and secure a referral of
the issue of harms from mines in the Taku, Stikine, and Unuk river watersheds to the
International Joint Commission pursuant to the Boundary Waters Treaty between the United
States and Canada.4 Under Article IX of this Treaty, the Commission may examine and report
upon a dispute concerning rights, obligations, and interests of the countries along their common
1

22 U.S.C. § 1978.

2

Convention on Nature Protection and Wild Life Preservation in the Western Hemisphere, Oct. 12, 1940, 56 Stat.
1354, 161 U.N.T.S. 193.
3

Convention for the Conservation of Anadromous Stocks in the North Pacific Ocean, Feb. 11, 1992, 106 Stat. 5002,
T.I.A.S. No. 11465.
4

Treaty Between the United States and Great Britain Relating to Boundary Waters, and Questions Arising Between
the United States and Canada, U.S.-Gr. Brit., Jan. 11, 1909, 36 Stat. 2448 (Boundary Waters Treaty).
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frontier upon referral.5 A referral of the issue of harms from the mines in British Columbia to
the International Joint Commission would most directly and efficiently address the potential
transboundary threats from these mines, and could obviate the need for further steps under the
Pelly Amendment.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Under the Pelly Amendment, the Secretary of the Interior must undertake an
investigation when foreign nationals may be engaging in taking that diminishes the effectiveness
of any international program for endangered or threatened species. 6 When the Secretary’s
investigation finds that such taking is occurring, she must certify this finding to the President.7
Currently, Canadian nationals are developing several hard-rock mining operations upstream of
the Canada–United States border, draining into three rivers—the Taku, Stikine, and Unuk
rivers—that flow from British Columbia across the border into Southeast Alaska.8 The
development and operation of the Tulsequah Chief Mine, Red Chris Mine, Schaft Creek Mine,
Galore Creek Mine, Kerr-Sulphurets-Mitchell Mine (“KSM Mine”), and Brucejack Mine
(collectively “the B.C. Mines”) are likely to result in takings that diminish the effectiveness of
two international programs for endangered or threatened species.
The mines located in the Stikine and Unuk river watersheds, Red Chris, Schaft Creek,
Galore Creek, KSM, and Brucejack mines, are likely to have significant adverse effects on two
species protected under the Western Hemisphere Convention, namely woodland caribou and
grizzly bears. As detailed below, the construction and operation of the mines and their
associated access roads, and in some cases the cumulative impacts from increased mine-related
traffic on the Cassiar-Stewart Highway (“Highway 37”)—cumulatively in excess of 1.5 million
additional truck journeys—are likely to harm woodland caribou and grizzly bear populations
both directly and indirectly. The mine access roads and the increase in traffic, are likely to
increase direct mortality of woodland caribou and grizzly bears through vehicle collisions and
increased predation and hunting. The mines could also indirectly cause population-level harms
by displacing individuals or groups of animals, and by reducing the quantity and quality of
habitat for both species. For these and other reasons, the development and operation of these
mines are likely to amount to takings that diminish the effectiveness of the Western Hemisphere
Convention.
Additionally, the B.C. Mines are likely to have significant adverse effects on all five
species of Pacific salmon and steelhead trout that are protected under the Anadromous Stocks
Conservation Convention. Construction and operation of the mines will generate billions of
metric tons of toxic mine tailings and waste rock, and involve the discharge of waste water into
waterbodies in which these species spawn, and in some cases rear. If allowed to operate as
planned, these mines are likely to subject fish to acid mine drainage and heavy metals
5

Id. art. IX.

6

22 U.S.C. § 1978(a)(3)(B).

7

Id. § 1978(a)(2).

8

See Fig. 1 (Map of Affected Transboundary Watersheds and Other Anadromous Streams).
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pollution—resulting in potential population-level harms. For centuries after mine closures, these
watersheds will exist precariously under the very real possibility that water treatment plants and
tailings impoundments will not operate exactly as planned, and will cause chronic long-term
leakage of acid mine drainage and heavy metals and might even experience catastrophic failure,
as happened at British Columbia’s Mount Polley Mine in August 2014.9 Pollution of these
watersheds with heavy metals and other mine pollutants can impair salmonids’ reproductive and
survival functions, and can even be directly lethal to them at sufficient concentrations. For these
and other reasons, the development and operation of the B.C. Mines are likely to amount to
takings that diminish the effectiveness of the Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention.
Communities downstream of the B.C. Mines rely on the ecological integrity of these
watersheds for their economic wellbeing and ways of life. For millennia, indigenous peoples,
including the Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, and Tahltan peoples, have resided in the British
Columbia–Alaska region, and have integrated the transboundary watersheds into their customary
and traditional practices. For example, salmon has been a key foundation for many
communities’ socio-economic life for at least four thousand years,10 during which they have
developed harvesting practices and riverine property regimes,11 generating “a system of
relational sustainability . . . to insur[e] salmon existence and abundance.”12 Alaska Native
communities and First Nations in British Columbia have successfully maintained their
subsistence economies and cultural traditions, notwithstanding threats to their institutions and
ways of life following the arrival of Europeans in the region.13 Today, however, the B.C. Mines
proposed or already developed in the Taku, Stikine, and Unuk river basins threaten the continued
health and broader integrity of the transboundary watersheds on which communities rely.14
The prospects of downstream businesses and the Alaskans employed in them are also tied
to the health of the Taku, Stikine, and Unuk river watersheds. Southeast Alaska’s fisheries are
among the world’s most precious and productive, generating hundreds of millions of dollars for

9

See British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Mount Polley Mine Tailings Dam Breach, Likely, August 4, 2014,
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/epd/mount-polley/ (last visited June 3, 2016).
10

S. J. Langdon, Traditional Knowledge and Harvesting of Salmon by Huna and Hinyaa Tlingit, Fisheries
Information Service Project 02-104 Final Report at viii (2006) (Langdon).

11

Id. at viii, ix; A. W. Paige et al., Local Knowledge, Harvest Patterns, and Community Uses of Salmon in
Wrangell, Alaska, Alaska Department of Fish & Game Technical Paper No. 323 at 10-11 (2009) (Paige et al.).
12

Langdon at viii.

13

See, e.g., Langdon at 7; Paige et al. at 11; T. F. Thornton, BEING AND PLACE AMONG THE TLINGIT at 9-10 (2008).

14

See F. Olsen Jr. & J. Mack, Indigenous People ‘Sing’ For The Earth, THE TIMES COLONIST (Mar. 26, 2016),
http://www.timescolonist.com/opinion/columnists/comment-indigenous-people-sing-for-the-earth-1.2217530 (“Our
ancient indigenous homelands are located in present-day British Columbia and Alaska, considered part of the Arctic
Nations. We are connected through water, culture, salmon, oral history and complex family bloodlines. As
indigenous peoples, we now unite to address the urgent and far-reaching impacts of unbridled mining activities in
B.C.”); see also, e.g., Letter from Sen. L. Murkowski et al. to Sec. J. Kerry (May 12, 2016) (“Alaska Native
communities throughout Southeast are dependent on these same fishery resources, marine mammals, and waterfowl
to meet their subsistence needs and to promote resilience in their communities. Tlingit, Haida and Tsimshian
traditions and culture are tied to the bounty from the waters of the archipelago. Their food security and very survival
depend on keeping these waters healthy.”).
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Alaskans.15 Each of the three watersheds affected by the B.C. Mines contributes significantly to
this sum. Economic activity in the Taku River watershed is estimated to generate $32.9 million
in total spending annually for Alaska, with $4.2 million generated from the wholesale value of
Taku River salmon and $2.7 million in sport fishing.16 The Stikine River watershed is estimated
to generate $12.7 million in total spending annually for Alaska, with $3.5 million in wholesale
value of Stikine River salmon, and $4.2 million in sport fishing.17 The Unuk River watershed is
estimated to generate $2.5 million in spending annually, with $890,000 in wholesale value of
Unuk River salmon, and at least $880,000 on sport fishing.18 These three watersheds are thus
economically vital to the region, to numerous Alaskan businesses, their workers, and to the
families they support.
Pursuant to the Pelly Amendment, we petition the Secretary to undertake an investigation
into whether the B.C. Mines will be, or are already, engaging in takings that diminish the
effectiveness of the Western Hemisphere Convention and the Anadromous Stocks Conservation
Convention.
In conjunction with the investigation the Secretary must undertake pursuant to the Pelly
Amendment, we urge the Secretary to engage officials at the State Department and other relevant
officials of the Federal Executive to request and secure a referral of the issue of harms to these
transboundary watersheds resulting from the B.C. Mines to the International Joint Commission,
pursuant to Article IX of the Boundary Waters Treaty executed between the United States and
Canada.19 Such a referral would most directly address the potential transboundary threats from
these mines, and could potentially obviate the need for further steps under the Pelly Amendment.
If, however, these potential harms remain unaddressed by an International Joint
Commission referral, and if the Secretary’s investigation reveals the takings we describe have
occurred, are occurring, or will occur as a result of these mines, we request that the Secretary
recommend to the President that he direct the Secretary of the Treasury to prohibit the
importation of appropriate Canadian products into the United States until Canadian authorities
have acted to prevent the harmful ecological impacts from the development and operation of the
B.C. Mines.

15

See, e.g., Letter from Sen. L. Murkowski et al. to Sec. J. Kerry (May 12, 2016) (“Alaska has the world’s most
productive and sustainable commercial fisheries. Southeast Alaska, and the transboundary rivers, are home to worldrenowned salmon runs, supporting the commercial fishing industry, tourism, and subsistence lifestyles throughout
the region. In 2013, there was a record harvest of 95 million pink salmon in Southeast Alaska, valued around $220
million. In 2015, the statewide salmon harvest topped 263 million fish and was valued at around $414 million.”).
16

The McDowell Group, Memorandum to T. Bristol, Salmon State, Re: Southeast Alaska Transboundary
Watersheds: Economic Impact Analysis Preliminary Results at 1-2 (Apr. 18, 2016) (The McDowell Group,
Memorandum).

17
18
19

Id.
Id.
Boundary Waters Treaty, art. IX.
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II.

THE PELLY AMENDMENT AND PREDICATE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR ENDANGERED OR THREATENED SPECIES.
A.

The Pelly Amendment

In 1971, Congress enacted the Pelly Amendment in response to concerns about the
harmful effects of international salmon fishing in the Atlantic Ocean.20 This legislation was
passed in the recognition that international agreements often lack enforcement provisions
necessary to effectively conserve species.21 Section 1978(a)(2) of the Pelly Amendment
provides:
When the Secretary of Commerce or the Secretary of the Interior
finds that nationals of a foreign country, directly or indirectly, are
engaging in trade or taking which diminishes the effectiveness of
any international program for endangered or threatened species,
the Secretary making such finding shall certify such fact to the
President. 22
The Pelly Amendment defines an “international program for endangered or threatened species”
as “any ban, restriction, regulation, or other measure in effect pursuant to a multilateral
agreement which is in force with respect to the United States, the purpose of which is to protect
endangered or threatened species of animals.”23
Revisions to the Pelly Amendment in 1992 define the term “taking” as “to harass, harm,
pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect” or to attempt any such conduct.24 The
term’s broad definition encompasses actions that kill or harm wildlife by modifying or degrading
habitat so as to preclude essential behaviors and survival.25
If the Secretary of the Interior finds that there may be cause for certification under
Section 1978(a)(2), she must “promptly investigate . . . [the relevant] activity by foreign
nationals.”26 Upon investigation, she must “promptly conclude” whether there is cause for
certification.27 If she determines that there is cause, she has a mandatory duty to certify a foreign

20
21

H. R. REP. No. 92-468 (1971) reprinted in 1971 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2409.
See id.

22

22 U.S.C. § 1978(a)(2).

23

Id. § 1978(h)(4).

24

Id. § 1978(h)(5)(A), (B). This definition tracks the definition of “take” in the U.S. Endangered Species Act, 16
U.S.C. § 1532(19).
25

The term “take” has been similarly interpreted in the context of the Endangered Species Act (ESA), where it
includes “significant habitat modification or degradation where [conduct] actually kills or injures wildlife by
significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding, or sheltering.” 50 C.F.R. § 17.3
(1999); Babbitt v. Sweet Home Chapter of Communities for a Great Or., 515 U.S. 687, 704 (1995).

26

22 U.S.C. § 1978(a)(3)(B).

27

Id. § 1978(a)(3)(B).
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national’s diminishment of the effectiveness of an international program for endangered or
threatened species to the President.28
Within 60 days of certification, the President must notify Congress of any action taken
pursuant to the certification.29 The President may direct the Secretary of the Treasury to prohibit
the importation of any products from the offending country for any duration the President deems
appropriate, and to the extent that such prohibition is sanctioned by the World Trade
Organization or multilateral trade agreements.30
B.

The Western Hemisphere Convention

The Western Hemisphere Convention is an international agreement to which the Pelly
Amendment is applicable. The Convention is a multilateral agreement, negotiated under the
auspices of the Organization of American States, and ratified by 15 states.31 It entered into force
with respect to the United States on April 30, 1942.32
The Convention’s purpose is to “protect and preserve in their natural habitat
representatives of all species and genera of their native flora and fauna, including migratory
birds, in sufficient numbers and over areas extensive enough to assure them from becoming
extinct through any agency within man’s control.”33 In particular, the Convention creates an
Annex identifying species the protection of which is “of special urgency and importance,” and
which therefore are to be protected “as completely as possible.”34 The hunting, killing, capture,
or taking of these species is allowed only with governmental permission, granted only under
special circumstances.35 The Annex—entitled the “Listas de Especies de Fauna y Flora en Vias
de Extincion en los Estados Miembros”—lists species threatened with extinction, including the
woodland caribou and the grizzly bear.36

28

American Cetacean Soc’y. v. Smart, 673 F. Supp. 1102, 1105 (D.D.C. 1987) (“While the Secretary has discretion
to make that determination [that conduct diminishes the effectiveness of an international conservation agreement],
once it is made, certification is mandatory.”).

29

22 U.S.C. § 1978(b).

30

Id. § 1978(a)(4); 19 U.S.C. §§ 3501(4), 3511(d).

31

Western Hemisphere Convention, art. XII.

32

U.S. Department of State, Treaties in Force: A List of Treaties and Other International Agreements of the United
States in Force on January 1, 2013 at 352 (2013), http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/218912.pdf (U.S.
Department of State, Treaties in Force).

33

Western Hemisphere Convention, pmbl.

34

Id. art. VIII.

35

Id.

36

See Organization of American States, Listas de Especies de Fauna y Flora en Vias de Extincion en los Estados
Miembros (1967).
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C.

The Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention

The Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention is an international agreement to which
the Pelly Amendment is applicable. The Convention is a multilateral agreement, ratified in 1992
by Canada, Japan, the Russian Federation, and the United States, and acceded to by the Republic
of Korea in 2003.37 The Convention entered into force with respect to the United States on
February 16, 1993.38
The Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention’s purpose is to protect threatened
species, specifically “to promote the conservation of anadromous stocks in the North Pacific
Ocean.”39 To this end, the Convention establishes a ban on the harvest of species listed within
Part I of the Annex,40 with respect to the area (“the Convention Area”) of the Pacific Ocean
“north of 33 degrees North Latitude beyond 200 nautical miles of the baselines from which the
territorial sea is measured.”41 Among the species listed, and therefore protected, by the
Convention are chum salmon, pink salmon, Coho salmon, sockeye salmon, Chinook salmon, and
steelhead trout that “migrate into the Convention Area.”42 The Convention also requires the
minimization of incidental taking of these species, and prohibits the retention of incidentally
taken fish.43 It also requires scientific collaboration on research concerning the conservation of
the listed species.44 Overall, the Convention’s measures were intended to protect the Annexlisted species by coordinating states’ policies to avoid depleting these anadromous fish
populations.45 Specifically, the Convention addressed the rapid decline in salmonid numbers due
to the use of driftnets on the high seas by Asian fishing vessels, which was leading to “depletion

37

See, e.g., North Pacific Anadromous Commission, NPAFC Convention, http://www.npafc.org/new/about_conv
ention.html (last visited May 19, 2016).

38

U.S. Department of State, Treaties in Force.

39

Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention, pmbl. See also Sec. James A. Baker III, Letter of Submittal to the
President, S. Treaty Doc. No. 102-30 at v (May 14, 1992) (Letter of Submittal from Sec. James A. Baker III to the
President) (“The Convention . . . will protect valuable migrating U.S.-origin salmonids [and] . . . . promote the
conservation of anadromous stocks (primarily Pacific salmon) throughout their migratory range in the high seas area
of the North Pacific Ocean and its adjacent seas, as well as ecologically related species that interact with these
resources, including various marine mammals, seabirds, and non-anadromous fish species.”).

40

Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention, art. III. “For the purposes of this Convention: . . . ‘Anadromous
fish’ means the fish of anadromous species listed in Part I of the Annex which migrate into the Convention Area,
and ‘anadromous stocks’ means the stocks thereof.” Id. art. II(1).
41

Id. art. I.

42

Id. annex, sec. 1 & art. II.

43

Id. art. III (1)(b)-(c).

44

Id. art. VII.

45

See Letter of Submittal from Sec. James A. Baker III to the President at vi (“The new Convention will establish
such a forum to coordinate the conservation of Pacific salmon and ecologically related species, as well as efforts to
discourage fishing activities of others that may adversely affect such conservation.”).
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of immature salmon,” a situation threatening these fish.46 The Convention is thus a multilateral
agreement the purpose of which is to protect threatened species of animals.
III.

MINING IN TRANSBOUNDARY WATERSHEDS
A.

The Taku River Watershed

The Taku River watershed measures 11,500 square miles (29,800 square kilometers)—an
area larger than Massachusetts—and includes ice fields, tundra, and temperate forest
landscapes.47 The region is remote and accessible only by foot, air, or boat. The watershed is
populated by several terrestrial mammals, including grizzly bear, wolf, woodland caribou, and
moose, along with species of migratory birds, including trumpeter swans.48 It is the largest
unprotected wild river system on the western coast of North America.49
Through the heart of the watershed runs the Taku River and its tributaries, weaving from
headwaters in northwestern British Columbia, through three different biomes and terrestrial
ecoregions, before emptying into the Pacific Ocean near Juneau, Alaska.50 The Taku River
watershed is inhabited by at least 32 fish species, including all five species of Pacific salmon,
steelhead trout, arctic grayling, dolly varden, cutthroat trout, eulachon, longfin smelt, Pacific
lamprey, round white fish, slimy sculpin, and threepine stickleback.51

46

P. L. Walton, Piracy of North Pacific Salmon: Economic Implications and Potential Solutions, 25 GEO. WASH. J.
INT’L L. & ECON. 581, 581-82, 584 (1991); see also C. C. Polychron, Towards A Solution to the Problem of the
Common Anadromous Stocks of the North Pacific, 4 SAN DIEGO INT’L L. J. 543, 546-47 (2003) (describing the
“problem of common anadromous stocks of the North Pacific” in which a “system of incentives tends inevitably
towards the collapse of the [fisheries],” id. at 548-49, and describing the Convention as an attempt to “resolve the
problem,” id. at 554); C. C. Joyner, Biodiversity in the Marine Environment: Resource Implications for the Law of
the Sea, 28 VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 635, 682 (1995) (describing the Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention
as a “treaty agreement[] specially designed to coordinate the international protection and preservation of select
biological resources in the global marine environment”). Among the species protected by the Convention are fish
listed as threatened or endangered under the U.S. Endangered Species Act. See, e.g., 64 Fed. Reg. 14,508 (Mar. 25,
1999) (listing chum salmon as threatened in Washington and Oregon); 62 Fed. Reg. 24,588 (May 6, 1997) (listing
Coho salmon as threatened in Southern Oregon and the Northern California Coast); 80 Fed. Reg. 22,468 (Apr. 22,
2015) (determining that listing of Chinook salmon in the Snake River as threatened remained appropriate); 60 Fed.
Reg. 25,201 (May 11, 1995) (rejecting petition to delist sockeye salmon in the Snake River as threatened).
47

J. S. Richardson & A. M. Milner, Pacific Coast Rivers of Canada and Alaska, in RIVERS OF NORTH AMERICA 735,
772 (A. C. Benke & C. E. Cushing eds., 2005) (Richardson & Milner).
48

K. Heinemeyer et al., A Conservation Area Design for the Territory of the Taku River Tlingit First Nation:
Preliminary Analyses and Results at 13-14 (2003); Rivers Canada, Wild Rivers Committee, Imminent Threats to the
Survival of a Wild Taku Rivershed at PDF 10 (Nov. 12, 1996) (Rivers of Canada, Imminent Threats).

49

Rivers Canada, Imminent Threats.

50

Richardson & Milner at 760, 772.

51

Id. at 772.
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The watershed is the traditional territory of the Taku River Tlingit First Nation,52 who
have lived there for millennia.53 According to the Tlingit, their communities’ continued health
and survival are rooted in the land. As one Tlingit leader described it: “The Taku River . . . [is]
very sacred to the Tlingits . . . This river, the Taku . . . is a sacred place for our people. It is the
heart of the Tlingit territory.”54
The Taku River is also hugely important to other communities in the region. The
watershed accounts for $32.9 million in annual spending in Southeast Alaska, with $4.2 million
in wholesale value from its salmon harvests and $2.7 million in expenditures on sport fishing for
Chinook and Coho salmon.55
The Tulsequah Chief Mine Project
The Tulsequah Chief Mine is a project proposed by Chieftain Metals Corporation
(“Chieftain Metals”).56 The project, which would produce gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, is
situated on the Tulsequah property occupying 54 square miles (139 square kilometers) on the
east side of the Tulsequah Valley, near the confluence of the Tulsequah and Taku rivers, ten
miles (16 kilometers) upstream of the Canada–United States border, and 40 miles (64 kilometers)
northeast of Juneau, Alaska.57 This area encompasses two ore deposits, the Tulsequah Chief
deposit and the Big Bull deposit, both of which Chieftain Metals plans to develop.58 The project
would be developed on the site of an earlier mine project operated by Cominco from 1951 until
1957.59 The mine is expected to have an 11-year operating life, and to produce 4.4 million
metric tons of total ore.60
The project will include a barge site, a processing plant, a power generation facility, fuel
storage facilities, a tailings impoundment, a limestone quarry, an effluent treatment facility,
airstrip, a construction camp and a permanent camp, and an 11-mile (18-kilometer) road
connecting the airstrip and camp to the barge site.61 Ore will be mined and crushed underground,
52

JDS Energy & Mining Inc., Feasibility Study Technical Report: Tulsequah Chief Project, Northern British
Columbia, Canada at 1-14 (Nov. 27, 2014) (Tulsequah Chief 2014 Technical Report).

53

McDowell Group, The Taku River Economy: An Economic Profile of the Taku River Area: Final Report at 5
(2004).

54

Aff. of Bryan Jack, Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Ringstad at ¶13 (Feb. 5, 1999).

55

The McDowell Group, Memorandum at 1-2.

56

Chieftain Metals is a company incorporated in Ontario and based on Toronto. Chieftain Metals Incorporated,
SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL, http://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=
EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00034516 (last visited May 10, 2016).
57

SRK Consulting, Big Bull Project, Tulsequah Chief Property, Technical Report Northern British Columbia at 6
(2010) (Big Bull 2010 Technical Report); Tulsequah Chief 2014 Technical Report at 5-1; see also Fig. 2 (Map of
the Tulsequah Chief Mine).

58

Tulsequah Chief 2014 Technical Report at 1-1; Big Bull 2010 Technical Report at 6.

59

Big Bull 2010 Technical Report at 11-12.

60

Tulsequah Chief 2014 Technical Report at 1-20.

61

Id. at 18-1 to 18-23, 18-33 to 18-49.
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then fed into a mill for grinding on site.62 Doré (gold-silver alloy) will be produced onsite, and
the pulp will be sent into a sequential flotation circuit to extract copper, lead, and zinc.63 For a
few months a year, barges will transport concentrate and supplies on a 39-mile (62-kilometer)
route down the Taku River to a transhipment site at the mouth of the Taku River, where material
would be transferred to ocean-going barges for international shipment via Seattle.64
The project is expected to produce over 2 million metric tons of tailings.65 Most of these
tailings, around 1.76 million metric tons,66 will be impounded in a 45-hectare impoundment on
the banks of Shazah Creek, 2.5 miles (4 kilometers) upstream of the creek’s confluence with the
Tulsequah River.67 A compacted earth-fill dam, 1.4 miles (2.2 kilometers) long and ultimately
up to 30 feet (9 meters) tall, will contain the tailings.68 An on-site quarry would provide
limestone, which will be crushed and used to neutralize waste water in order mitigate acid mine
drainage.69 On closure of the mine, the tailings impoundment will be drained, capped with soil,
and re-vegetated.70
Waste rock will be used to backfill the mine.71 Potentially acid-generating waste and
pyrite tailings will be temporarily impounded at a site over one-half mile (one kilometer) south
of the historic mine site behind earthen embankments, until the mine site is ready to be backfilled
with this waste.72 Another portion of the waste rock will be mixed with cement, pyrite

62

JDS Energy & Mining Inc., Technical Report for the Tulsequah Chief Project of Northern British Columbia,
Canada at 1-8, 1-10 (Jan. 22, 2013).

63

Id. at 1-10.

64

Tulsequah Chief 2014 Technical Report at 18-24 to 18-28. Barges can only operate when the gauge height of the
river is at least 35 feet, but when the current is not too strong. See id. 18-26, Tbl. 18.5. Such conditions only exist
for a few months between May and September. See id. 18-25 & 24-8, Tbl. 24.2. Chieftain’s most recent technical
report rules out the construction and use of the access road originally planned for the mine. Id. at 24-1
(“Construction and utilization of an all-weather access road as the primary method for deliveries is no longer a
feasible option.”). If this were to change, the access-road option would pose a major risk to the Atlin herd of
woodland caribou, whose small size and low recruitment rate makes it particularly vulnerable to the multiple harms
flowing from roads, and grizzly bears. Such a risk would then need to be included in a full investigation of the B.C.
Mines.
65

Id. at 18-38, Tbl. 18.10.

66

Id. at 18-44.

67

Id. at 18-38 (“The [tailings management facility] is located approximately 4 km upstream (north) of the main mine
facilities on the east bank of the Shazah Creek”.); id. 5-2 (describing the site as “on the Shazah Creek close to its
confluence with the Tulsequah River”).

68

Id. at 18-38, 18-42.

69

Id. at 18-49. An acid treatment plant was also designed to treat discharges of acid mine drainage from the old
mine works. Id. at 18-33.

70

Id. at 18-38.

71

Id. at 1-9.

72

Id. at 1-9, 1-12, 18-46, 20-3.
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concentrate, and tailings to generate around 1.8 million metric tons of a paste fill to be pumped
underground into the mine.73
The Provincial Government of British Columbia (“B.C. Government”) issued a project
approval certificate, pursuant to the Environmental Assessment Act, for the mine in 2002 (when
the rights were held by Chieftain Metal’s predecessor in interest, Redfern Resources Limited).74
Subsequently, all permits needed to start construction have been granted.75
B.

The Stikine River Watershed

The name of the Stikine River translates as “great river” from the Tlingit language.76 The
river runs 335 miles (539 kilometers) from its headwaters in the Coast Range Mountains, British
Columbia, crossing the Canada–United States border upstream of its entrance to the Alaska
panhandle near Wrangell, Alaska.77 Among its tributaries are the Iskut River, joining the Stikine
upstream of the border,78 and the Klappan River, which drains a basin of 1,370 square miles
(3,550 square kilometers)79—an area larger than the state of Rhode Island. The Klappan River
flows into the Stikine River above the “Grand Canyon of the Stikine,” a 59-mile (95-kilometer)
stretch of cascades, chutes, and rapids.80
The Tlingit people settled on the banks of the salmon-rich lower Stikine millennia ago.81
Their communities maintained trading ties with communities of the Tahltan people, who
populated the upper Stikine watershed.82 Prehistoric cairns have been found on both sides of the
river, indicating early human inhabitation.83
Aside from Tlingit and Tahltan settlements, the Stikine River basin features very little
development.84 It is bordered by the Spatsizi Wilderness Area (often called “the Serengeti of
73

Id. at 18-38, Tbl. 18.10.

74

See British Columbia Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management and British Columbia Ministry of Energy
and Mines, Project Approval Certificate M02-01 (Dec. 13, 2002), http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/epic/documents
/p72/1069093215465_8c9c07a0449e4165b95fcc397ecdbf6f.pdf.
75

Chieftain Metals Inc., Press Release, Chieftain Receives Final Permits for Tulsequah Chief: Project Now
Construction Ready (Feb. 13, 2013), http://www.chieftainmetals.com/wp-content/uploads/press-releases/2013-feb12-Chieftain-Receives-Final-Permits-for-Tulsequah-Chief.pdf.

76
77
78

Richardson & Milner at 751.
Id.
Id. at 751, 753, 767, Fig. 16.15; Fig. 1.

79

Richardson & Milner at 753; Red Chris Development Co. Ltd., Application for an Environmental Assessment
Certificate: Red Chris Project, British Columbia, Canada at 4-188 (Oct. 2004) (Red Chris EA Application).

80

Richardson & Milner at 753; Red Chris EA Application at 4-188.

81

Richardson & Milner at 751.

82

Id.

83

D. A Brown et al., The Stikine Project: Geology Of Western Telegraph Creek Map Area, Northwestern British
Columbia, British Columbia Geological Survey Bulletin 95 (May 1996).

84

Richardson & Milner at 751-53, 754.
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Canada”85), the Stikine River Recreation Area, the Mount Edziza Provincial Park, and, on the
American-side of the border, the Stikine-LeConte Wilderness Area within the Tongass National
Forest.86 The watershed is also rich in biodiversity, life within the watershed “brimming full like
the stream[],” as John Muir described it a century ago.87 The river and its margins are inhabited
by, for example, black and grizzly bears, river otters, minks, beaver, muskrats, and moose, as
well as bald eagles, dippers, kingfishers, mergansers, and osprey.88 The waters of the Stikine,
downstream of the grand canyon, are inhabited by all five species of Pacific salmon, steelhead,
cutthroat, rainbow, bull, and lake trout, Dolly Varden, mountain whitefish, arctic grayling, lake
chub, longnose sucker, burbot, Pacific lamprey, slimy sculpin, prickly sculpin, coast range
sculpin, longfin smelt, eulachon, and three-spine stickleback.89 The Stikine Flats, the river’s
11,000-hectare delta, is one of the largest intertidal wetlands in the United States, providing
important habitat for migratory birds and marine mammals.90
The Red Chris Porphyry Copper-Gold Mine
On the Todagin Plateau straddling two main Stikine tributary drainages, Imperial Metals
Corporation (“Imperial Metals”)91 has opened a copper-gold mine, the Red Chris Porphyry
Copper-Gold Mine Project.92 For approximately 25 years, the project expects to process around
30,000 metric tons of ore per day.93 The project includes a new single-lane gravel access road
cutting 14 miles (22.8 kilometers) from the mine site to Highway 37, along which the
concentrate output will be hauled.94 The project includes an open pit mine, ore mill, tailings
impoundment, waste rock dump, stockpiles of low-grade ore, power lines, water works, mine
camp, and a possible explosives manufacturing facility.95
Two miles (three and one-half kilometers) northeast of the mine site, a Y-shaped valley
has been dammed at each of its three arms by earth-fill embankments96 to contain an expected
85

See W. Davis, Deep North: Canada’s Stikine River Valley, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC (2004), http://ngm.national
geographic.com/ngm/0403/feature5/fulltext.html.
86

Richardson & Milner at 754.

87

J. MUIR, TRAVELS IN ALASKA at 56 (1915).

88

Richardson & Milner at 754.

89

Red Chris EA Application at 4-186, 4-188; J. D. McPhail, THE FRESHWATER FISHES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 407
(2007); R. J. Behnke, TROUT AND SALMON OF NORTH AMERICA at 329 (2010); Richardson & Milner at 754, 767.
90

See, e.g., U.S. Department of Agriculture, Alaska Region, Special Areas, Stikine Flats, http://www.fs.usda.gov
/detail/r10/specialplaces/?cid=fsbdev2_038765 (last visited June 15, 2016).
91

Imperial Metals is incorporated in British Columbia and based in Vancouver. Imperial Metals Corporation,
SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL, http://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=
EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00017753 (last visited May 10, 2016).
92

Red Chris EA Application at 3-6, 4-186 to 4-187; see also Fig. 3 (Map of the Red Chris Mine).

93

Environmental Assessment Office, Red Chris Porphyry Copper-Gold Project Assessment Report at 5 (2005) (Red
Chris EA Report).

94

Red Chris EA Application at 3-6 to 3-11.

95

Red Chris EA Report at 6-7.

96

Red Chris EA Application at 4-348.
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300 million metric tons of mine tailings.97 The valley straddles the Iskut and Klappan
watersheds, both of which drain into the Stikine River.98 The British Columbia Environmental
Assessment Office predicts that seepage water with elevated concentrations of metals pollutants
could potentially escape the impoundment and “enter the receiving environment.”99 The mine’s
environmental assessment certificate application enumerates “[p]otential impacts to aquatic
habitat associated with the tailings impoundment” including the obvious direct loss of habitat
within the tailings impoundment footprint, as well as decreased water quality in downstream
bodies in the Klappan and Iskut drainage areas.100 Though environmental authorities concluded
that the mine’s precautionary measures would rule out significant environmental problems
beyond the mine site,101 by December 2015 the mine had already experienced a tailings spill
“caused by wear and tear” to a pipe weeks after the mine became operational, causing the mill to
temporarily shut down.102
Mining operations are expected to generate 338 million metric tons of waste rock, much
of which will be deposited within a waste dump.103 As the environmental assessment report
explains, “over time a significant proportion of the waste rock in the North waste dump and in
the exposed pit wall rock is expected to become acid-generating[,] releasing increased
concentrations of metal contaminants.”104 During the mine’s operation, drainage from the dump
will flow directly into the tailings impoundment area.105 Afterwards, however, the drainage “will
require treatment to produce an acceptable quality of effluent for release to receiving waters.”106
Thus, thereafter, for a period estimated “in excess of 200 years,” drainage from the dump will be
directed back into the open pit, via either a rock trench or tunnel, where a treatment plant will
operate to reduce its acidity.107 From there, the treated drainage will be directed to the tailings
impoundment. Although “[t]reatment will likely be required in perpetuity,”108 there is currently
97

Klohn Crippen Berger Limited, Tahltan Central Council: Red Chris Mine Site Review of Tailings Impoundment
Design at 4 (Oct. 2014), https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/fairholme/Klohn+Crippen+Berger+-+Review+of+
Tailings+Impoundment+Design.pdf.
98

Red Chris EA Application at 4-348.

99

Red Chris EA Report at 24.

100

Red Chris EA Application at 4-349.

101

See, e.g., Red Chris EA Report at 27 (“E[nvironmental] A[ssessment] O[ffice] is satisfied that proposed
mitigation measures and related commitments will prevent or reduce to acceptable levels any potential significant
adverse water quality or [acid mine drainage/metals leaching] effects as they relate to the Project.”).
102

Red Chris Development Company, Environmental Memorandum, Re: Red Chris Monitoring Committee
Environmental Report Dec 1, 2015 – Dec 22nd, 2015 (Dec. 2015), http://dnr.alaska.gov/commis/opmp/Canadian%
20Mines/Attachments/Red%20Chris%20Monitoring%20Committee%20Environmental%20Report%20December%
201-15%202015.pdf.
103

Red Chris EA Report at 81.

104

Id. at 23.

105

Red Chris EA Application at 4-347 (“The North dump has been sited so that all contaminated toe drainage from
the dump will gravity flow into the tailings impoundment area during the mine’s operational life.”).
106

Red Chris EA Report at 23; Red Chris EA Application at 4-347.

107

Red Chris EA Application at 4-347.

108

Red Chris EA Report at 23.
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no guarantee that the mine proponent or any other party, including the B.C. Government, will
provide the funding, personnel, access, or other resources to secure such treatment.
The B.C. Government issued an environmental assessment certificate to the mine
proponent in 2005.109 The mine began operations on February 15, 2015, producing its first
copper concentrate two days later.110 The B.C. Government issued final permits to the mine on
June 12, 2015.111
The Schaft Creek Mine
Near the source of Schaft Creek, a tributary of the Stikine River by way of Mess Creek,
Copper Fox Metals Incorporated (“Copper Fox Metals”)112 and Teck Resources Limited (“Teck
Resources”)113 have proposed an open pit copper, gold, molybdenum, and silver mine project.114
Over the course of the mine’s 15-23 year operating life, the project is expected to produce
around 100,000 metric tons of ore per day.115 The project would include the construction and
operation of a mine pit, ore processing mill, and waste rock dump on the banks of the Schaft
Creek within the Mess Creek drainage, a tailings impoundment in one of the Schaft Creek
tributaries, and an access road from the mine site to Galore Creek access road and then to
Highway 37.116
Over the course of its operating life, the project could generate over 800 million metric
tons of tailings.117 These tailings will be impounded by rockfill embankments within the
watershed of Skeeter Creek, a tributary of Schaft Creek, and thus the Stikine River.118

109

See British Columbia Ministry of Environment and Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum, Environmental
Assessment Certificate M05-02 (Aug. 24, 2005), http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/epic/documents/p238/112498871
2862_7111ec0fb6c844f4b96ea79488c3fd2f.pdf (last visited June 23, 2016).

110

Imperial Metals Corporation, Annual Information Form for the Year Ended December 31, 2015 at 20 (Mar. 30,
2016), https://www.imperialmetals.com/assets/docs/2015-aif.pdf.
111

Imperial Metals Corporation, Press Release, Imperial Reports Red Chris Mine Receives Environmental
Management Act (EMA) Permit (June 15, 2015), http://www.imperialmetals.com/assets/docs/2015-06-15_nr.pdf
(last visited May 11, 2016).

112

Copper Fox Metals is incorporated in Alberta and based in Calgary. Copper Fox Metals Incorporated, SYSTEM
http://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=
EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00020511 (last visited May 11, 2016).

FOR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL,
113

Teck Resources is incorporated in Canada and based in Vancouver. Teck Resources Limited, SYSTEM FOR
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL, http://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=EN&issuer
Type=03&issuerNo=00001787 (last visited May 11, 2016).
114

P. W. Scannell, Stikine River Mining Activity Risk Assessment, Alaska Department of Fish and Game,
Technical Report No. 10-06 at 74-75 (2012) (Scannell); see also Fig. 4 (Map of the Schaft Creek Mine).

115

Scannell at 75.

116

Id. at 75-76.

117

Id. at 75.

118

Id. at 75-76; Tetra Tech, Feasibility Study on the Schaft Creek Project, BC, Canada at 18-19, 18-24 (Jan. 23,
2013) (Schaft Creek 2013 Feasibility Study).
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The project is also expected to generate over a billion metric tons of waste rock.119
Waste rock will be dumped at sites around the perimeter of the mine pit, “with the majority of
the material placed on the east side of Schaft Creek.”120 Ten percent of the waste, over 100
million metric tons, is expected to be potentially acid-generating.121 At this point, the proponent
has not provided sufficient information to determine how and if it plans to treat wastewater to
mitigate the effects of acid mine drainage and metals contamination.122
The project would also involve the construction of an access road running 25 miles (40
kilometers) along Mess Creek from the mine site to the Galore Creek access road, which would
then be used for 39 miles (65.2 kilometers) until the junction with Highway 37.123
The Schaft Creek project had been in the early stages of the provincial environmental
assessment process, however, the proponent has withdrawn from the current process while it
continues to work on developing the project.124
The Galore Creek Mine
In 2007, NovaGold Resources Incorporated (“NovaGold”)125 acquired rights to a mine
site situated in the Galore, Scud, Scotsimpson, Sphaler, More, Stikine, and Iskut drainages.126 It
entered an agreement with Teck Cominco Limited (“Teck Cominco”)127 to undertake a joint
venture to develop the mineral claims.128 The proposed mine project consists of 264 mineral

119
120
121
122
123

Scannell at 76.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Schaft Creek 2013 Feasibility Study at 18-1, 18-6.

124

See W. Yau, Teck Resources Ltd., Letter to S. Murphy, B.C. Environmental Assessment Office, Re:
Environmental Assessment of the Schaft Creek Project (Mar. 22, 2016).
125

NovaGold is incorporated in British Columbia and headquartered in Vancouver. Novagold Resources
Incorporated, SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL, http://www.sedar.com/Display
Profile.do?lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00000880 (last visited May 11, 2016).
126

British Columbia Environmental Assessment Office et al., Galore Creek Copper-Gold-Silver Project:
Comprehensive Study Report at 65 (Jan. 19, 2007) (Galore Creek Comprehensive Study Report) (“The construction
and operation of mine infrastructure has the potential to impact surface water flows in a number of watersheds
including Galore, More, Sphaler, and Scotsimpson creeks. Impacts may also affect the major river systems lying
downstream of these watersheds; namely the Scud, Iskut, and Stikine rivers.”).
127

Teck Cominco is incorporated in Canada and headquartered in Vancouver. Teck Cominco Metals Limited,
SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL, http://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?
lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00000637 (last visited May 11, 2016).
128

AMEC Americas Limited, Galore Creek Project, British Columbia, NI 43-101 Technical Report on PreFeasibility Study at 4-6 to 4-7 (July 2011) (Galore Creek Technical Report).
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claims over 118,912 hectares129 in the watersheds of Galore Creek and the Iskut River, both of
which flow into the Stikine River.130
The project will consist of a mine site featuring several pits,131 and a processing plant.132
The project will also include an 80-mile (128-kilometer) access road connecting the mine site to
Highway 37.133 Concentrate will be piped along a 44-mile (71-kilometer) slurry pipeline from
the mine site to a dewatering plant in the Iskut River watershed near the junction of the access
road and Highway 37.134 Once processed, it will be loaded onto trucks bound for Stewart,
British Columbia.135 The mine is expected to produce 346.6 million metric tons of ore, yielding
3.23 billion pounds of copper, 2.7 million ounces of gold, and 47.73 million ounces of silver.136
At the concentrate dewatering facility, waste water will be treated with lime to neutralize
acidity and reduce metals concentrations.137 After neutralization and filtration, concentrations
are expected to be 20 μg/L for dissolved copper and 150 μg/L particulate copper.138 In order to
meet the receiving water quality criterion of 2 μg/L of copper, there will need to be dilution of
approximately 120:1 during the critical low flow period; the project proposes use of a diffuser to
bring about this dilution.139 Treated effluent from the dewatering site will be discharged into the
Iskut River.140
More than a billion metric tons of waste rock will be generated over the operating life of
the project.141 About a half of this waste will be deposited in dumps or in former mine pits.142
Potentially acid-generating waste rock will be stored under water alongside tailings in the

129

Id. at 4-2.

130

Galore Creek Comprehensive Study Report at vi, 6; see also Fig. 5 (Map of the Galore Creek Mine).

131

Galore Creek Comprehensive Study Report at 10 (“Mining at Galore Creek will be by conventional truck and
shovel operation with one main pit (Central) and several satellite pits (Southwest, Junction, Middle and West Fork
pits)”); see also id. at 11, Fig. 5.2-3.
132

Galore Creek Technical Report at 17-1.

133

Rescan Environmental Services Ltd., Galore Creek Project, Application for Environmental Assessment
Certificate at 1-1 (June 2006) (Galore Creek EA Application).

134
135

Scannell at 27; Galore Creek Technical Report at 17-13.
Id.

136

Galore Creek Technical Report at 14-13, Tbl. 14-4.

137

Scannell at 29.

138
139

Id.
Id.

140

Galore Creek Comprehensive Study Report at 14 (“After treatment, the clean water will be pumped . . . to the
Iskut River where it will be discharged through a pipeline and diffuser system.”).
141
142

Scannell at 28.
Id.
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tailings impoundment.143 Tailings will be contained behind dams in a steep canyon.144 Waste
rock is expected to leach aluminum, antimony, boron, copper, fluoride, iron, lead, manganese,
molybdenum, selenium, sulphate, and zinc into the impoundment water.145 “Effluent from the
mine site will be discharged from the tailings and waste rock impoundment into Galore Creek
from mid-May to mid-October. ”146
The B.C. Government issued an environmental assessment certificate for the mine in
2007.147 However, aspects of the current project (described above) differ from what had been
planned and approved in 2007, for which reason a new environmental assessment process is
anticipated.148
C.

The Unuk River Watershed

At around 80 miles (129 kilometers) in length, the Unuk River is small compared to the
Stikine and Taku rivers, draining a watershed of 1,500 square miles (3,885 square kilometers).149
Nonetheless, it is a place of geographical variety, and for this reason, important biodiversity.
The Unuk watershed’s landscapes range from alpine tundra to coastal temperate rainforest.150
The forests of the watershed are inhabited by wolf, lynx, grizzly and black bears, fisher,
mountain goat, moose, and black-tail deer.151 The river teems with fish, including all five

143

Galore Creek Comprehensive Study Report at 38; see also Galore Creek EA Application at 7-220 (“The effects
of PAG waste rock will be controlled by submergence in the tailings and waste rock impoundment, adjacent to but
separate from the tailings disposal area.”).
144

Scannell at 28.

145

Galore Creek Comprehensive Study Report at 76 (“Other variables indicated elevated concentrations of several
elements known to be associated with specific minerals in the deposit. These included copper (chalcopyrite), zinc
(sphalerite), lead (galena) and fluorine (fluorite). Initial results from kinetic tests demonstrated that most elements
leach at low rates. However, copper, cadmium, fluoride, manganese, selenium, sulphate and zinc were leached at
concentrations greater than typical water quality criteria. The water quality model determined that other variables,
including calcium, barium, aluminium, iron, boron, molybdenum, lead and antimony, would have significant
loadings from waste rock to the tailings facility.”).
146

Galore Creek EA Application at 7-231.

147

British Columbia Ministry of Environment and Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources,
Environmental Assessment Certificate #M06-03 (Feb. 16, 2007), https://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/epic/documents/
p239/1172178206924_0b6f74c0ae6e4197bd4cf3a4596a1d0a.pdf.
148

Galore Creek Technical Report at 20-1.

149

Seabridge Gold, Application for an Environmental Assessment Certificate / Environmental Impact Statement:
KSM Project at 15-45 (July 2013) (KSM EA Application); Transboundary Watershed Alliance, The Unuk River
Watershed of Southeast Alaska/Northwest British Columbia at PDF 3 (2001) (Transboundary Watershed Alliance).
150
151

Transboundary Watershed Alliance at PDF 3.
Id.
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species of Pacific salmon and steelhead trout.152 The Unuk offers some of largest runs of
Chinook salmon in Southeast Alaska.153 The U.S. Federal government has protected the
American half of the watershed within the Misty Fjords National Monument.154 The Canadian
federal government has also protected some areas of the watershed within the Border Lake
Provincial Park.155
The KSM Mine
Approximately 22 miles (35 kilometers) from the Canada–United States border,
Seabridge Gold Incorporated (“Seabridge Gold”)156 proposes a gold, silver, copper, and
molybdenum mine, exploiting one of the largest undeveloped gold deposits and, by reserves, the
largest undeveloped copper-gold deposit in the world.157 The project is composed of two
separate areas connected by two 14-mile (23-kilometer) tunnels: a mine site in the valleys of the
Mitchell, McTagg, and Sulphurets creeks, and a processing and tailings management area in
tributaries of the Teigen and Treaty creeks.158 Sulphurets Creek drains into the Unuk River
whereas Teigen and Treaty creeks drain into the Nass River.159 Over the course of its anticipated
52-year operating life, the KSM Mine would extract about 130,000 metric tons of ore per day160
from three open pits—the Mitchell, Sulphurets, and Kerr pits—and two underground cave
mines,161 producing 2.16 billion metric tons of ore.162
The Mitchell Pit is expected to cover 487 hectares immediately downstream of the
Mitchell Glacier.163 After 23 years of mining the pit, a block-cave mine, the Mitchell Block
152

Seabridge Gold, Application for an Environmental Assessment Certificate / Environmental Impact Statement:
KSM Project at 15-42, tbl. 15.1-4 (July 2013) (KSM EA Application); see also id. at 15-20 (“The Unuk and BellIrving rivers are large river systems with diverse fish communities and cultural values. They provide spawning
routes for Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.), anadromous steelhead (O. mykiss), and cutthroat trout (O. clarkii
clarkii), and serve as habitat for resident rainbow and cutthroat trout, Dolly Varden (Salvelinus malma), bull trout (S.
confluentus), and mountain whitefish (Prosopium williamsoni).”).
153

Transboundary Watershed Alliance. The Unuk River Watershed at PDF 3.

154

Id. at PDF 1 (“U.S. conservationists early on recognized its importance and worked hard to have the entire lower
portion of it protected within Misty Fjords National Monument.”).
155

See id. at PDF 4.

156

Seabridge Gold is a company incorporated under the Canada Business Corporations Act and based in Toronto.
Seabridge Gold Incorporated, SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL, http://www.sedar.
com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00007531 (last visited May 11, 2016).
157

Seabridge Gold, Featured Projects: KSM, http://seabridgegold.net/projects.php (last visited May 11, 2016);
Seabridge Gold, Backgrounder, http://seabridgegold.net/pdf/KSM_fact_sheet.pdf (last visited May 11, 2016); see
also Fig. 6 (Map of the Brucejack and KSM Mines).

158

KSM EA Application at 4-1 to 4-2.

159

Id. at 4-2.

160

Id. at 4-5.

161

Id. at 4-21.

162

Id. at 4-5.

163

Id. at 4-25.
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Cave Mine, will open under the pit bed to mine the same deposit until the closure of the
project.164 The Sulphurets Pit is expected to cover 221 hectares between the Mitchell and
Sulphurets creeks.165 The Kerr Pit is expected to cover 203 hectares south of Sulphurets Lake.166
Another underground block-cave mine, the Iron Cap Block Cave Mine, will be developed 32
years into the project at a location north of the Mitchell Pit to extract ore from the Iron Cap
deposit.167
Over the life of the mine, the project is estimated to produce over three billion metric tons
of waste rock and overburden.168 The vast majority of the waste rock—71 percent by weight—
will be potentially acid-generating, and another 15 percent will be “uncertain” as to its potential
to generate acidic waste.169 Waste rock will be stored in dumps in the rock storage facilities in
the Mitchell Creek and McTagg Creek valleys, and will be used to backfill the Sulphurets Pit
once mining is completed there.170 The Mitchell rock storage facility will store approximately
1.6 billion metric tons of waste rock.171 The McTagg rock storage facility will store 0.8 billion
metric tons of waste rock.172 Water that has contacted disturbed areas or materials will be
diverted to a 63-hectare water storage facility.173 The water storage facility will be located in a
dammed section of Mitchell Creek,174 from which it will be pumped to the water treatment
plant.175 Once at the water treatment plant, waste water will be treated with a high-density
sludge lime water process before it is released to the environment.176 To mitigate pollution, the
water treatment and water storage facilities will continue to operate after closure of the mine for
a period “until discharge quality meets targets,” a period expected to be around 250 years.177

164

Id. at 4-31.

165

Id. at 4-63.

166

Id. at 4-68.

167

Id. at 4-21, 4-73.

168

Id. at 4-5.

169

Id. at 4-22 (“[T]he majority of the KSM Project rock is potentially acid-generating (PAG), particularly in the
vicinity of the ore deposits. Substantial volumes of non-ore (waste) PAG rock must be mined in order to access the
ore.”).
170

Seabridge Gold Inc., KSM Mine Project Environmental Effects Summary at 1 (July 2013) (“Mined waste rock
will be stored in rock storage facilities (RFSs) in the Mitchell and McTagg creek valleys and placed as backfill in
the mined-out Sulphurets Pit.”).
171

KSM EA Application at 4-97.

172

Id. at 4-104.

173

Id. at 4-137. The storage facility will also receive effluent from a selenium treatment plant that will treat the
selenium contaminated water that has been exposed to the waste rock from the Kerr Pit. Id. at 4-158.

174

Id. at 4-137.

175

Id. at 4-149.

176

Id.

177

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, KSM (Kerr-Sulphurets-Mitchell) Project: Comprehensive Study
Report at 8 (July 2014), http://ksmproject.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/34-081-CEAA_KSM_EN_R4_X4.pdf.
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Leaving the mine site by a conveyor, crushed ore will travel through a 14-mile (23kilometer) tunnel out of the Unuk River watershed, east to the Nass River drainage.178 At the
eastern end of the tunnel, the project proposes a processing plant, tailings impoundment, camp,
diesel power plant, and explosives factory.179 The ore will be further crushed and ground at the
mill, processed to produce concentrate, and then trucked to Stewart, British Columbia.180
Tailings will be sent to an impoundment facility within the upper reaches of South Teigen
Creek.181 The impoundment will hold 2.3 billion metric tons of tailings.182
The proposal also includes two access roads.183 Prior to their development, the area will
remain accessible only by helicopter, snowmobile, or foot.184 The Coulter Creek access road
would entail a 22-mile (35-kilometer) extension of the Eskay Creek Mine road, and would be
used for the transport of personnel, equipment, and supplies.185 This road would cross the Unuk
River and also run along Coulter and Sulphurets creeks to the mine site.186 The Treaty Creek
access road extends approximately 27 miles (44 kilometers), connecting the processing and
tailings management area at the eastern part of the project with Highway 37, crossing the BellIrving River, and running parallel to Treaty Creek.187 This road would be 26 feet (eight meters)
wide and would also be designed to carry trucks traveling on a year-round basis at around 30 to
35 miles (50 to 60 kilometers) per hour.188 It will provide access for personnel, equipment, and
supplies, and be used for hauling concentrate to Stewart during the operating life of the mine.189
An estimated 36 one-way journeys will be made on this road every day.190

178

See KSM EA Application at 4-165 (“Conventional road access between the Mine Site and the [processing and
tailings management area] is not feasible due to the steep, glaciated terrain and undulating topography; therefore,
two separate but interconnected tunnels will be constructed to provide access through the mountain . . . . consist[ing]
of two parallel 23-km long tunnels”).

179

Id. at 4-176, 4-178 to 4-181.

180

Id. at 4-185 to 4-189, 4-194.

181

Id. at 4-194.

182
183
184

Id.
Id. at 4-2.
Id.

185

Id. at 4-227, 4-241.

186

Id. at 4-227; Fig. 6.

187

See Fig. 6; see also KSM EA Application at 4-242 (“The [Treaty Creek Access Road] will leave Highway 37
. . . and follow the north side of the Treaty Creek Valley for approximately 17 km . . . turn north and follow the west
side of the North Treaty Creek/Teigen Creek Valley for approximately 12 km . . . [then] transition into the Treaty
Saddle road and head east for 15 km to provide access to the Saddle portal of the [Mitchell-Treaty Twinned
Tunnels]”).
188

KSM EA Application at 4-246.

189

Id. at 4-242.

190

Id. at 4-194.
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This project received an environmental assessment certificate in 2014,191 and is now in
the permitting stage.
The Brucejack Mine
Running two and a half miles (four kilometers) upstream from Sulphurets Creek and the
KSM Mine, Brucejack Creek leads to a lake, known as Brucejack Lake, 4,600 feet (1,400
meters) above sea level in the British Columbia’s Boundary Range.192 Pretium Resources
Incorporated (“Pretium Resources”)193 proposes development of a gold and silver mine at the
lake. This project would entail an underground mine, a mineral processing plant, a waste rock
and a tailings impoundment, an aerodrome, and an access road.194 Doré and gold-silver
concentrate would be produced on-site and then trucked away along a 45-mile (73-kilometer)
access road195 passing through the Bell-Irving River watershed.196 Around 2,700 metric tons of
ore will be produced per day over the mine’s 22-year operating life,197 for a total of almost 19
million metric tons of ore, yielding around 7.1 million ounces of gold and 32 million ounces of
silver.198
The mine is expected to generate 4.87 million metric tons of potentially acid-generating
waste rock,199 as well as 15.8 million tons of flotation tailings.200 “77 to 85% of waste rock
generated at the mine site is likely [potentially acid-generating] material. There is also
enrichment of Ag [silver], As [arsenic], Cd [cadmium], Mo [molybdenum], Pb [lead], Sb
[antimony], Se [selenium], and Zn [zinc] in waste rock and As, Sb, Ag and Cd may be a concern
for metal leaching when waste rock is exposed to water.”201 Approximately 1.6 million metric
191

See British Columbia Ministry of Environment and Ministry of Energy and Mines, Environmental Assessment
Certificate #M14-01 (July 29, 2014), http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/epic/documents/p322/1406742060041_d0686
3835d7d060f2f2a9acb3ccbc887d3d1e3069271f707f01058f437a9b350.pdf.

192

Pretium Resources Inc., Brucejack Gold Mine Project: Application for an Environmental Assessment Certificate /
Environmental Impact Statement at 1-23 (June 2014) (Brucejack EA Application). The mine site will sit on the
Brucejack Property, a 3,199-hectare area comprised of eleven mineral claims. Id. at 1-13. However, Pretium owns
claims covering a larger area including the Snowfield and Bowser properties. See id. at 1-13, Fig. 5.3-1.
193

Pretium Resources is a company incorporated in British Columbia, and based in Vancouver. Pretium Resources
Incorporated, SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL, http://www.sedar.com/Display
Profile.do?lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00030613 (last visited May 12, 2016).
194

Brucejack EA Application at 1-29; see also Fig. 6.

195

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, Brucejack Gold Mine Project, Environmental Assessment Report
at 7 (July 2015) (Brucejack EA Report).
196

Id. at 22.

197

Id. at 7, 11; Brucejack EA Application at 1-30.

198

Brucejack EA Application at 1-40, Tbl. 1.9-5.

199

Id. at 5-115 (“[I]t is estimated that about 0.67 million tonnes of PAG development rock will be produced from the
underground mine during the construction stage . . . . 4.2 Mt of waste rock, assumed to be PAG, will be produced by
the underground mining throughout the operating period”).
200

Id. at 5-118 (“The Project is expected to create about 15.8 Mt of flotation tailings over the life of the mine.”).

201

Id. at 13-73 to 13-74.
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tons of the waste rock and 7 million metric tons of tailings will be used to backfill the
underground mine stopes at closure.202 The stopes will then be flooded to prevent oxidation of
the rock.203 The remainder of the waste rock and tailings will be piped to the bottom of
Brucejack Lake, the tailings having been thickened to increase their solid content and mixed with
a flocculant.204
The project will have a water treatment plant,205 though doubts have been raised as to its
effectiveness.206 The project’s environmental assessment report concedes that the project
“may . . . result in exceedance of some B.C. Water Quality Guidelines and/or Canadian
Environmental Quality Guidelines thresholds in Brucejack Creek.”207 Brucejack Creek’s levels
of cadmium, silver, and zinc already exceed water quality guidelines.208 Waters downstream of
Brucejack Lake—including Sulphurets Creek and waters at its confluence with the Unuk
River—are also already “highly mineralized.”209
IV.

ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF THE B.C. MINES BY CANADIAN
NATIONALS INVOLVES A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF TAKINGS THAT DIMINISH
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CONSERVATION TREATIES TO WHICH THE UNITED
STATES IS PARTY
A. Woodland Caribou

The caribou serves as a “socioecological cornerstone of circumpolar indigenous
cultures,” its uses ranging “from subsistence hunting of caribou by Aboriginal peoples in
Canada, Greenland and Alaska, to reindeer husbandry by Sámi in Scandinavia and numerous
herding cultures across Siberia.”210 In North America, caribou have a special spiritual and
cultural significance to indigenous peoples, who, “[s]ince time immemorial . . . have searched
out caribou for sustenance and nutrition.”211 In Canada alone, the lands of hundreds of First
Nation communities overlap with caribou ranges and habitats.212
202

Id. at 5-115 (“Over time, as appropriate voids become available underground, much of this rock will be used as
backfill. About 37%, or 1.58 Mt, of waste rock generated from mining activities will be disposed of in the lake.”);
id. at 5-118 (“Approximately 7.1 Mt of the flotation tailings will be used in paste backfill in the underground
workings, while the rest will be deposited in Brucejack Lake.”).
203
204

Brucejack EA Report at 28.
Id.

205

Id. at 7.

206

See id. at 28, 30.

207

Id. at 27.

208

Id. at 20.

209

Id.

210

L. S. Vors & M. S. Boyce, Global declines of caribou and reindeer, 15 GLOBAL CHANGE BIOLOGY 2626, 2626
(2009) (Vors & Boyce).

211

David Suzuki Foundation, The Cultural and Ecological Value of Boreal Woodland Caribou Habitat at exec. sum.
(2013), http://www.davidsuzuki.org/publications/downloads/2012/Report-Caribou.pdf.
212

Id.
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Conservation of woodland caribou is a growing concern in North America. Once ranging
widely across the continent, this forest-dwelling caribou’s range has been significantly reduced
and many populations today survive in increasingly-isolated pockets and exhibit declining
numbers.213 In the United States, woodland caribou persist only in Alaska and in a small
southern Selkirk Mountains subpopulation, whose international range spans from northeastern
Washington and northwestern Idaho to southern British Columbia.214 In Canada, several
populations or “ecotypes” of caribou—Northern Mountain, Central Mountain, Southern
Mountain, Boreal, Newfoundland, and Atlantic-Gaspésie populations—are irregularly distributed
across the boreal forests and mountains of northern Canada.215
In British Columbia, large-scale human development and settlement over the last 75
years have fragmented woodland caribou habitats and ranges, resulting in populations becoming
“discontinuous, sometimes isolated, and increasingly vulnerable.”216 Caribou populations in the
province have dropped from 30,000 to 40,000 before European settlement to just 16,500
today.217 In southern British Columbia, several herds are facing extinction due to habitat loss
and population declines.218 The risk also exists for some of the caribou subpopulations in west213

See, e.g., P. Zager et al., Woodland Caribou: A Conservation Dilemma, http://www.umich.edu/~esupdate/library
/95.10-11/zager.html (last visited May 20, 2016) (describing woodland caribou’s historic continental range and
range decline); Biodivcanada.ca, Species of special interest, Caribou, http://www.biodivcanada.ca/default
.asp?lang=En&n=B11F5440-1&offset=4&toc=show#car2 (Biodivcanada) (last visited May 20, 2016) (showing
current and historic range of woodland caribou and status of various populations); Environment Canada, Recovery
Strategy for the Woodland Caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou), Boreal population, in Canada, Species at Risk Act
Recovery Strategy Series at 8, Fig. 3 (2012) (Recovery Strategy for Boreal Population), https://www.registrelepsararegistry.gc.ca/virtual_sara/files/plans/rs_caribou_boreal_caribou_0912_e1.pdf (showing several local
populations of boreal woodland caribou that may no longer be self-sustaining); Vors & Boyce at 2626, 2628, Fig. 2
(showing population trajectories for major caribou and reindeer herds worldwide, including those in North
America); J. C. Ray et al., Conservation status of caribou in the western mountains of Canada: Protections under
the Species At Risk Act, 2002-2014, 23 RANGIFER (SPECIAL ISSUE) 49, 50, 51, Fig. 1 (2015) (Ray et al.) (detailing a
30 percent decline in caribou range in western Canada between early 1900s and 2000).
214

See, e.g., Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC), COSEWIC Assessment and
Status Report on the Caribou Rangifer tarandus, Northern Mountain population, Central Mountain population and
Southern Mountain population in Canada at v, 13, 57 (2014), http://www.registrelep-sararegistry.gc.ca/virtual_sara
/files/cosewic/sr_Caribou_Northern_Central_Southern_2014_e.pdf (COSEWIC Assessment).
215

See COSEWIC Assessment at iii-v & 9, Fig. 2; Recovery Strategy for Boreal Population at 2 & 3, Fig. 1;
Biodivdanada (showing locations of the Newfoundland and Atlantic-Gaspésie populations). The Central Mountain,
Southern Mountain, and Atlantic-Gaspésie populations are listed as endangered under the Canadian Species at Risk
Act (SARA); the Boreal population is listed as threatened, and Northern Mountain population is listed as of special
concern. COSEWIC Assessment at iii-v; Recovery Strategy for Boreal Population at 2. See also Ray et al. 49-55
(review of SARA and the taxonomy of the western mountain populations).

216

British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Caribou in British Columbia: Ecology,
Conservation and Management at PDF 2 (2000), http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wld/documents/caribou_fs.pdf (Caribou
in British Columbia). See also COSEWIC Assessment at 14, Fig. 3 (showing approximate historic and current
ranges of Mountain caribou in western Canada); id. at vi (“Caribou habitat has declined in quality and extent on
many ranges due to impacts from industrial activities, particularly in . . . British Columbia.”).
217

Caribou in British Columbia at PDF 3.

218

C. J. Johnson et al., Witnessing extinction – Cumulative impacts across landscapes and the future loss of an
evolutionary significant unit of woodland caribou in Canada, 186 BIOLOGICAL CONSERVATION 176, 179-177, 184
(2015) (Johnson et al.).
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central and northern British Columbia, the area affected by the B.C. Mines, that belong to the
Northern Mountain ecotype.219 Many of the individual herds in this ecotype are generally small,
in decline, and poorly understood, and some herds may not even be identified.220 Further
declines in these herds, or their isolation from other caribou populations, raise significant
questions regarding the long-term persistence of woodland caribou, especially in the face of a
warming climate and continued anthropogenic landscape change.221
Harms to Woodland Caribou Generally
Woodland caribou have “inherent sensitivity to human activities.”222 They depend on
“large areas of contiguous suitable habitat, with little or no disturbance or vehicle access, in
order to spread out and avoid predators,”223 unrestricted access to sufficient quantities of their
primary food, lichens,224 and areas that provide security from predators and insects.225 In search
of seasonally changing habitats, woodland caribou move across mature, lichen-bearing forests,
open muskeg and bogs, and alpine and subalpine environments, involving both horizontal and
altitudinal shifts.226 Human disturbance that interferes with these habitat uses and movements
219

See COSEWIC Assessment at 9, Fig. 2 (map showing Northern Mountain caribou herds). The map shows both
delineated seasonal ranges of the individual herds and areas of “trace occurrence” where caribou are also found and
which “may include some smaller local populations that have not yet been identified.” British Columbia
Conservation Data Centre, Conservation Status Report: Rangifer tarandus pop. 15 at PDF 2 (2016),
http://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/eswp/esr.do?id=15648 (Caribou Conservation Status Report). The Northern Mountain
ecotype, including all the herds that belong to it, was designated as a species of concern in 2014, meaning that it is a
“species that may become a threatened or an endangered species because of a combination of biological
characteristics and identified threats,” under SARA. COSEWIC Assessment at iii, viii, xxii, 57.
220

COSEWIC Assessment at iii, vii, 15; see also Caribou Conservation Status Report (detailing the status of the
Northern Mountain Population); Environment Canada, Management Plan for the Northern Mountain Population of
Woodland Caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) in Canada at 55-57, App. 2 & 68-71, App. 5 (2012) (Caribou
Management Plan) (providing population and trend information for herds in the Northern Mountain population).
221

COSEWIC Assessment at vii, 19; 53; C. D. Apps & B. N. McLellan, Factors influencing the dispersion and
fragmentation of endangered mountain caribou populations, 130 BIOLOGICAL CONSERVATION 84, 95 (2015) (Apps
& McLellan); Vors & Boyce at 2626. See also Fig. 7 (Map of Northern Mountain Woodland Caribou Ranges)
(showing now extirpated caribou range south of the KSM and Brucejack mines).
222

Johnson et al. at 177. See also id. at 183 (woodland caribou “is widely accepted as being sensitive to human
disturbance”).
223

Caribou in British Columbia at PDF 4. See also Caribou Conservation Status Report (range requirements for
Northern Mountain population include “access to relatively undisturbed summer calving areas” and “large tracts of
winter range where [they] can exist at low densities as an anti-predator strategy.”); COSEWIC Assessment at vi
(“[C]aribou require large tracts of range where they can separate themselves (horizontally and altitudinally) from
other prey and predators”).
224

COSEWIC Assessment at 19, 27; Caribou Conservation Status Report at 6.

225

Caribou Management Plan at 7; Caribou in British Columbia at PDF 4; R. B. Anderson et al., Development of a
Threshold Approach for Assessing Industrial Impacts on Woodland Caribou in Yukon, Draft Report at 6 (Nov.
2002) (Anderson et al.).
226

See, e.g., Caribou in British Columbia at PDF 4, 5 (describing Northern Mountain caribou’s seasonal habitat uses
and movement patterns); D. Cichowski et al., Caribou Rangifer tarandus, in Accounts and Measures for Managing
Identified Wildlife at 1, 5-6 (2004), http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wld/frpa/iwms/documents/Mammals/m_caribou.pdf
(Cichowski et al.) (same); Caribou Management Plan at 7 (same).
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can lead to serious consequences, including reduced survival.227 Moreover, woodland caribou’s
short breeding season (typically lasting only one week), low reproductive rate, and calves’ low
survival rate also render them vulnerable, since any negative population-level effect cannot be
offset quickly by reproduction.228
Human development poses one of the greatest threats to woodland caribou in British
Columbia, both through direct mortality and indirect harms caused by disturbance and habitat
loss and avoidance.229 The development of roads, for example, increases direct mortalities due
to vehicle collisions as well as increased access for hunters and predators.230 While caribou are
generally known to avoid roads, studies have found that caribou may use roads as travel
corridors231 and are also attracted to salt on road surfaces.232 When caribou venture onto roads,
mortalities follow by way of vehicle collisions. For example, one caribou population in Alberta
lost between 15 to 20 percent of its members in some years from collisions with vehicles.233 In
Yukon, caribou were the species most frequently involved in vehicle collisions, representing 27
percent of total vehicle collisions with wildlife.234 The prevalence of vehicle-collision
mortalities extends to British Columbia, where authorities have recognized that in some
instances trucks on highways pose a “[r]eal risk of a large group of caribou being killed[.]”235
227

See, e.g., Caribou Management Plan at 7-8 (ability to move between seasonal ranges is “vitally important” to
caribou; human barriers and disturbance affecting these movements may limit access to important food sources,
which can directly affect the body condition of female caribou and in turn calf survivorship); COSEWIC
Assessment at 19 (lower survival rates are associated with human disturbance and access to suitable habitats); J. L.
Polfus et al., Identifying indirect habitat loss and avoidance of human infrastructure by northern mountain
woodland caribou, 144 BIOLOGICAL CONSERVATION 2637, 2637, 2643 (2011) (Polfus et al. 2011).

228

Caribou in British Columbia at PDF 3; COSEWIC Assessment at vi, 25-26; Anderson et al. at 6; B. L. Horejsi,
Report on the Proposed Tulsequah Chief Mine Road: Its Expected Impacts on Wildlife and prospects for Mitigation
at 14 (1999) (Horejsi).
229

COSEWIC Assessment at vii, 23. See also Caribou Conservation Status Report at PDF 4 (major threats to
Northern Mountain caribou include “access [] resulting in disturbance and mortality, and increased predator
efficiency, [and] industrial development (threat to winter food supply, increase in early seral habitat supporting
alternate prey species, access for hunting and human disturbance, and habitat fragmentation)”); J. Polfus et al., Atlin
Northern Mountain Caribou Habitat Modeling and Cumulative Human Impact Assessment at 2 (June 2010) (Polfus
et al. 2010) (“[H]unter overharvest, habitat loss and fragmentation from forestry and energy development, humaninduced changes to predator-prey communities and proliferation of road and snowmobile networks have, to varying
degrees, contributed to population declines.”).
230

See, e.g., COSEWIC Assessment at 49.

231

S. C. Trombulak & C. A. Frissell, Review of Ecological Effects of Roads on Terrestrial and Aquatic
Communities, 14 CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 18, 20 (2000) (Trombulak & Frissell).
232

Endangered caribou become road kill on B.C. mountain highway, CBC NEWS (Mar. 30, 2009), http://www.cbc.
ca/news/canada/british-columbia/endangered-caribou-become-road-kill-on-b-c-mountain-highway-1.822336; see
also Trombulak & Frissell at 24 (increased concentrations of salt along roads attract large mammals).

233

COSEWIC, COSEWIC Assessment and Status Report on the Woodland Caribou Rangifer tarandus caribou,
Atlantic-Gaspésie Population, Boreal Population, Southern Mountain Population, Northern Mountain Population,
Newfoundland Population in Canada at 47 (2002) (COSEWIC Assessment 2002).
234

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Large Mammal-Vehicle Collisions: Overview of Mitigations and Analysis of
Collisions in Yukon at 29, 32 (Mar. 2015).
235

COSEWIC Assessment at 110.
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Caribou also experience indirect mortality when roads increase hunters’ access to
previously roadless habitat. Resource roads, including those associated with mining projects, are
particularly problematic in this regard: “New road development and subsequent off-road trails
often accompany industrial activity and facilitate hunting access.”236 Access roads have been
associated with the decline or extinction of local populations of caribou from both illegal and
legal hunting.237 The effect is compounded by other habitat dislocations, which can push caribou
closer to roads and make caribou locations more predictable to hunters.238
Development of roads also increases the access of predators to caribou populations,
resulting in mortalities. “Predation is considered the primary limiting factor for forest-dwelling
caribou.”239 Predation disproportionally affects calves and cows whose ability to avoid predators
is critical to maintaining healthy caribou populations.240 To reduce predation risk, woodland
caribou separate themselves spatially from other ungulate species and the predator populations
associated with these species.241 Anthropogenic changes in the landscape can hinder this
separation by creating habitats that attract moose and wolves into an area.242 In fact, roads and
other linear features related to industrial development can “serv[e] as a catalyst . . . creating
efficient travel corridors for gray wolves (Canis lupus), a primary predator of caribou in the
boreal forest.”243 “As the density of these features continues to increase across the landscape,
caribou will find it more challenging to find refuge from wolves.”244 The increased predation
pressure and mortality in the wake of development can have significant population-level effects:

236

Caribou Management Plan at 11; see also Anderson et al. at 9 (“Human access into previously remote areas can
cause significant hunting mortality to caribou populations”) (citations omitted).
237

L. Webster, The Effects of Human Related Harassment on Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) at 15-16, 20-21 (Aug.
1997) (Webster); COSEWIC Assessment at 49; Horejsi at 7-8.
238

Polfus et al. 2010 at 22-23.

239

Anderson et al. at 6.

240

See, e.g., Caribou in British Columbia at PDF 3 (“[P]redators often kill more than half of the calves during the
first few months”); Anderson et al. at 6 (most calf mortalities occur within the first ten days post birth and “cow’s
ability to avoid encounters with predators during this sensitive period has the greatest influence on calf survival”).

241

Vors & Boyce at 2629.

242

Caribou in British Columbia at PDF 4. See also Anderson et al. at 10 (expansion of moose populations into
caribou habitat provides an alternative prey for wolves and sustains high wolf numbers).
243

W. Ehlers et al., Movement ecology of wolves across an industrial landscape supporting threatened populations
of woodland caribou, 29 LANDSCAPE ECOL. 451, 452 (2014) (Ehlers) (internal references omitted). See also A. R.
James & A. K. Stuart-Smith, Distribution of Caribou and Wolves in Relation to Linear Corridors, 64 J. WILDLIFE
MGMT. 154, 158 (2000) (James & Stuart-Smith) (risk of predation from wolves higher with proximity to linear
corridors); H. U. Wittmer et al., Changes in landscape composition influence the decline of a threatened woodland
caribou population, 76 J. ANIMAL ECOLOGY 568, 576 (2007) (“[C]aribou population declines may be precipitated by
increased predator abundance and efficiency following . . . increased roading . . . .”).
244

Ehlers et al. at 463.
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“Wolves may reduce or even eliminate caribou populations in areas where habitat has been
significantly altered.”245
Industrial mining is a prime example of an anthropogenic activity with potentially
adverse effects on woodland caribou,246 and mining activities “likely contribute to reducing
woodland caribou populations and ranges.”247 The development and operation of mine
infrastructure, including roads, within caribou ranges results in habitat loss and herd
displacement, with potential population-level effects.248 Studies have shown that caribou “avoid
industrial sites” in general, 249 with calving females being especially intolerant of such
disturbances.250 “As a minimum, most large mammals are dislocated from mine sites and
associated facilities.”251 However, the area of displacement can far exceed the actual physical
footprint of a mine.252 Mineral exploration and development infrastructure and activities can
result in broad-scale disturbances to caribou, varying spatially (e.g., winter and summer grazing
areas) and temporally (e.g., pre-calving and calving seasons), and also changing depending on
the phase of the mining activity.253 Such disturbances can occur during all phases of mining,

245

COSEWIC Assessment 2002 at 48. See also id. at 43-44 (“While predators cause most deaths of forest-dwelling
caribou, and predation is of great concern, it is a proximate factor that is influenced significantly by the effect of
human developments. Access and disturbance, fragmentation (isolation), and low caribou numbers are of high
concern and all are increasingly a result of development and human activities rather than natural causes.”) (internal
references omitted); Vors & Boyce at 2629 (shifts in shift in predator-prey dynamics can significantly increase
predation pressure and caribou mortality); Caribou in British Columbia at PDF 6 (listing changes in prey/predator
relationships among the principal management concerns for caribou).
246

See, e.g., COSEWIC Assessment at vii, 23, 47-48; T. M. Herrmann et al., Effects of mining on reindeer/caribou
populations and indigenous livelihoods: community-based monitoring by Sami reindeer herders in Sweden and First
Nations in Canada, 4 THE POLAR J. 28, 29 (2014) (Herrmann et al.); J. N. Weir et al., Effects of Mine Development
on Woodland Caribou Rangifer Tarandus Distribution, 13 WILDLIFE BIOLOGY 66-74 (2007) (Weir et al.).
247

E. Jones, Seasonal habitat use and selection by woodland caribou herds in the South Peace region, central British
Columbia at 53 (Jan. 2008) (Jones); see also D. C. Heard & K. L. Vagt, Caribou in British Columbia: A 1996 Status
Report, 10 RANGIFER (SPECIAL ISSUE) 117, 122 (1998) (“[M]ining . . . and associated road building . . . contributes
to population declines and reduced home ranges”).
248

See, e.g., COSEWIC Assessment at vii, 23, 47; Herrmann et al. at 29.

249

Herrmann et al. at 29.

250

Weir et al. at 67. See also COSEWIC Assessment at 48; Herrmann et al. at 29; R. Wilson et al., Effects of roads
on individual caribou movements during migration, 195 BIOLOGICAL CONSERVATION 2, 7 (2016) (Wilson et al.)
(discussing studies that found parturient female caribou in northern Alaska exhibiting stronger avoidance of
industrial infrastructure than non-parturient females and males).
251

Environment Canada, Environmental Code of Practice for Metal Mines at 39 (2009), https://www.ec.gc.ca/lcpecepa/documents/codes/mm/mm-eng.pdf (Environment Canada).

252

Anderson et al. at 10; see also J. Edmonds, Status of woodland caribou in Alberta, 10 RANGIFER (SPECIAL ISSUE)
111, 112 (1996) (Edmonds) (direct loss of habitat from industrial developments may not itself always be huge but
associated access can cause significant disturbance on caribou).

253

See, e.g., Herrmann et al. at 29; Weir et al. at 66, 70-72; Polfus et al. 2010 at v-vi; S. J. Dyer et al., Avoidance of
Industrial Development by Woodland Caribou, 65 J. OF WILDLIFE MGMT. 531 (2001).
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from exploration,254 to construction,255 and operation.256 For example, in Newfoundland, a
woodland caribou herd was displaced by, and exhibited significant avoidance of, a gold mine
following initiation of the construction phase.257 The caribou’s disturbance responses were
observed during all seasons, but were most prominent during pre-calving and calving seasons.258
In this study, the abundance of caribou “increased linearly with distance to the mine” in all
seasons;259 only 17 to 27 percent of the caribou remained in the study area during the operation
of the mine.260 Compared to the pre-disturbance phase, “most caribou avoided the area within
[2.5 miles] 4 [kilometers] of the mine cent[er] during mine construction and operation.”261 The
avoidance response was most pronounced during winter, late winter, and pre-calving seasons.262
Notably, females and calves were reported absent near the mine site.263 A study on the Atlin
woodland caribou herd in British Columbia found that caribou avoided mine sites by over one
mile (two kilometers) during the summer.264
In addition to causing displacement from pre-existing habitat, human development can
create barriers to caribou movement. Roads and infrastructure associated with mines can
function as semi-permeable barriers and render habitats unsuitable to caribou thus altering
caribou’s seasonal movements, restricting their access to critical food sources, and reducing their
ability to take refuge from insects and predators.265 Manmade barriers may also lead to

254

Environment Canada at 33 & 34, Tbl. 3.1 (describing typical disturbances, including noise, associated with the
exploration phase); COSEWIC Assessment at 19, 47 (naming mineral exploration as human disturbance affecting
caribou); Anderson et al. at 1 (“[M]ining (both exploration and production) negatively impact woodland caribou.”).
255

See, e.g., Environment Canada at 34 & 35, Tbl. 3.2 (describing typical activities and disturbances associated with
the mine construction phase); Weir et al. at 66, 70-72 (documenting caribou avoidance of a mine during construction
phase).
256

See, e.g., Environment Canada at 34, 36-39 (describing typical disturbances during mining operation) ; Weir et
al. at 66, 70-72 (documenting caribou avoidance to mining operations); Herrmann et al. at 29 (discussing adverse
effects from mineral extraction on caribou and reindeer).
257
258

Weir et al. at 66, 70-72.
Id.

259

Id. at 72.

260

Id. at 70.

261
262

Id.
Id.

263

Id. at 73.

264

Polfus et al. 2010 at 15.

265

See, e.g., Caribou Management Plan at 7 (“Barriers restricting [] seasonal movements (e.g. roads, fences,
pipelines, settlements, unsuitable habitat) may adversely affect [woodland caribou’s] access to seasonally important
food sources and areas used as refugia from predators and insects.”); Wilson et al. at 2 (roads and other
semipermeable infrastructure can affect caribou even when they are still capable of moving between seasonal
ranges).
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fragmentation and demographic isolation of herds,266 and limit caribou’s home ranges.267 These
changes can undermine the caribou’s long-term viability.268
Barrier effects have been associated with various kinds of roads, including resource
roads.269 These effects may stem from caribou’s “aversion to the physical barrier presented by a
road and associated forest opening, vehicle traffic, or predation by humans.”270 Even a single
road with a relatively low volume of traffic can alter caribou’s movements,271 and partial
restriction of migration routes can have negative population-level effects.272 A study in
Newfoundland, for example, found that “cent[er]s of caribou activity were ‘maximum distances’
possible from roads,” a distribution attributed “to a combination of hunting and disturbance
associated with transportation corridors.”273 “Studies in Newfoundland and Alaska indicate that
traffic levels as low as 15 vehicles per hour cause behavioural changes in caribou, supporting the
argument that even roads with very low human use cause displacement effects.”274 Avoidance of
areas adjacent to roads can result in overutilization of habitats elsewhere, “effectively
diminish[ing] the capacity of the area to support caribou.”275
Habitat displacement, fragmentation, and disturbance come at a high cost to caribou.
Most immediately, the actual flight from human-related disturbance can harm caribou by forcing
266

Apps & McLellan at 85 (“[D]emographic isolation may be the result of potential human barriers, such as settled
and agricultural landscapes, major highways, and hydro-electric impoundments.”).
267

See, e.g., British Columbia, Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection, Caribou Rangifer tarandus, in Accounts
and Measures for Managing Identified Wildlife – Accounts V 2004 at 7 (2004), http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wld/frpa
/iwms/documents/Mammals/m_caribou.pdf (BC MWLAP 2004) (explaining that Northern Mountain caribou home
ranges change throughout an animal’s life and the size of the range can depend on, for example, the local population
size); Dyer et al. at 845 (roads as semipermeable barriers that could exacerbate the reduction in availability of
caribou habitat caused by avoidance effects).
268

Apps & McLellan at 85; see also Land Management Plan at 45 (in the Stikine-Iskut area, “[t]he long-term
viability of caribou . . . populations is dependent on maintaining opportunities for movement between adjacent
plateaus and mountains.”).
269

See, e.g., BC MWLAP 2004 at 20 (“Highways and roads may . . . limit caribou movements, particularly [] female
and young caribou moving between seasonal ranges.”); Wilson et al. at 6 (mining road affected movements of
approximately 30 percent of collared caribou in northwest Alaska); R. D. Cameron et al., Central Arctic Caribou
and Petroleum Development: Distributional, Nutritional, and Reproductive Implications, 58 ARCTIC 1, 1 (2005)
(Cameron et al. 2005) (“[C]aribou were relatively unsuccessful in crossing road/pipeline corridors in [oil
development area in Arctic Alaska].”); see also id. at 93 (“[A] feature such as the Trans-Canada Highway may
represent a barrier, with permeability that varies depending on season, time of day, and adjacent habitat.”).
270

S. J. Dyer et al., Quantifying Barrier Effects of Roads and Seismic Lines on Movements of Female Woodland
Caribou in Northeastern Alberta, 80 CAN. J. ZOOL. 839, 842 (2002) (Dyer et al.).
271

Wilson et al. at 6.

272

See, e.g., id. at 2 (“[S]emi-permeable barriers to movement, such as roads, can affect animals even though they
are still capable of moving between seasonal ranges.”).
273

Anderson et al. at 10.

274

Id. at 11 (internal references omitted); see also R. D. Cameron et al., Redistribution of Calving Caribou in
Response to Oil Field Development on the Arctic Slope of Alaska, 45(4) ARCTIC 338, 340 (1992) (Cameron et al.
1992) (finding that barren-ground caribou exhibited significant avoidance of an oil field access road).
275

Cameron et al. 1992 at 340.
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them to exhaust energy that would normally be allocated to growth, maintenance, or
reproduction.276 “Severe or repeated human harassment could . . . result in reduced growth rates,
poor body condition and decreased reproductive rates[] that may in turn increase adult and calf
mortality.”277 Avoidance of preferred habitats during winter can be particularly costly to
caribou: “[s]trong avoidance of human developments during winter . . . can exacerbate the
already high energetic costs associated with movement in snow, poor winter nutrition and female
gestation.”278 The “nutritional or stress cost of responding to human disturbance may have
cumulative implications for individual fitness and population productivity.”279 Displacement
“has the potential to influence individuals’ ability to obtain forage or circumvent harsh snow
conditions.”280 Avoidance of preferred habitats can also lead to crowding and overgrazing, and
may render caribou locations more predictable for predators and hunters.281 A pure quantitative
assessment of lost habitat will not capture the detrimental effect of displacement: the true effect
will depend on the locations and uses of the lost habitat.282 In sum, the adverse effects of roads
and industrial infrastructure are “likely [to] contribute to reducing woodland caribou populations
and ranges,”283 and therefore compromise the caribou’s viability in the long term.284
Woodland Caribou and the B.C. Mines
The B.C. Mines include the kinds of industrial infrastructure and activities that are known
to harm woodland caribou through direct mortality, habitat loss and fragmentation, and other
disturbance effects. Four of the transboundary mine projects addressed in this petition, Red
Chris, Schaft Creek, Galore Creek, and KSM mines, are located within the range of the Northern
Mountain woodland caribou population.285 The mine site infrastructure for the Red Chris and
276

Polfus et al. 2011 at 2643; Webster at 2-3; Anderson et al. at 12.

277

Webster at 2. See also Caribou Management Plan at 9 (“Disturbance resulting from noise, infrastructure
development, and linear features may result in increased stress, changes to activity budgets, physical injury or death
of adults, unborn fetuses or calves and changes in movement patterns resulting in functional habitat loss through
avoidance behaviour.”); Webster at 7 (low-level aircraft flights can result in “immediate physical injury or death,
increased energy expenditures that may reduce survival or reproductive rates and long term behavioural changes
such as displacement from traditional ranges.” ).
278

Polfus et al. 2011 at 2643.

279

Herrmann et al. at 29; see also Cameron et al. 2005 at 1 (finding that increasing industrial infrastructure caused a
shift in high-density calving of caribou to areas of lower forage biomass, resulting in “poorer body condition at
breeding and lower parturition rates for [] females . . . which depressed the productivity of the herd”).
280

Polfus et al. 2011 at 2643.

281

Polfus et al. 2010 at 22-23.

282

Weir et al. at 73 (suggesting that habitat lost along a migration route would have a particularly substantial
impact).
283

Jones at 53.

284

See, e.g., Apps & McLellan at 85 (finding that caribou persistence may be influenced by the distribution and
juxtaposition of suitable landscapes satisfying caribou’s seasonal habitat requirements, as well as demographic
isolation resulting from human barriers).
285

See Fig. 7. The Tulsequah Chief mine also located in the vicinity of woodland caribou ranges. As described
above, see supra note 64, the current plan for the mine does not call for an access road from the mine site to Atlin.
This road option, should it materialize in the future, would pose a major risk to the Atlin caribou herd.
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Schaft Creek mines will directly displace herds from what had previously been functional
habitat, and all four mines will transect caribou range with their access roads.286 In addition, the
cumulative effect of several mines in the Stikine and Unuk river watersheds will significantly
increase traffic running through a known caribou range along Highway 37, causing increased
displacement and mortalities.
In the Stikine River watershed, the Red Chris Mine sits entirely within the range of
woodland caribou, including within the western boundary of the Spatsizi herd’s range.287 The
Spatsizi herd consists of between 2,300 and 3,000 caribou,288 representing “approximately one
quarter of the provincial population.”289 During pre-construction surveys, caribou were found
within the project’s wildlife study area, including at the mine site.290 The Red Chris property,
located west of the Spatsizi Plateau,291 encompasses two connected “zones” recognized by the
B.C. Government for their value to caribou and other species. The first, “Todagin zone,”
comprises the Todagin Plateau and the Tsatia Mountain,292 and extends east to “the treeline of
the Klappan drainage.”293 This drainage is the location of the second, “Klappan zone,” which is
“ecologically sensitive, providing low elevation winter habitat for ungulates . . . in the Spatsizi
predator-prey system.”294 With construction of the mine, the previously-undeveloped Todagin
Plateau will be fragmented with a network of haul roads, pipelines, processing plants, and other
mining infrastructure, destroying these areas as caribou habitat.295 Notwithstanding the mine
proponent’s conclusion that “development of the mine is not expected to have a significant effect
on the availability of [caribou] habitat,”296 detrimental effects on the caribou, including the
Spatsizi herd, from mining infrastructure and activities will displace caribou, form barriers to
their movements, harass them, and potentially reduce the herd size and range.297
286

Fig. 7. This petition does not address in detail impacts on woodland caribou from the KSM Mine, which may
also harm the species. As shown on the map, the eastern portion of the mine is located adjacent to the southern edge
of the Northern Mountain woodland caribou range and the Couter Creek Access Road transects caribou range near
the road’s junction with Highway 37. The Secretary’s investigation should include the potential adverse impacts
that this mine may have on caribou.
287

Id.

288

Caribou Management Plan, App. 2 at 57; COSEWIC Assessment at 33 (estimating 2258 mature animals); British
Columbia, Cassiar Iskut-Stikine Land and Resource Management Plan at 2 (2000, Rev. 2006) (estimating 2500
animals) (Land Management Plan).
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Land Management Plan at 2.

290

Red Chris EA Application at 4-240.

291

Id. at 4-369, Fig. 4.2.11.

292

Land Management Plan at 105.

293
294

Id.
Id. at 96; Red Chris EA Application at 4-369, Fig. 4.2.11.

295

See, e.g., Red Chris Technical Report at 1-13, Fig. 1.4 (showing overall site layout); Red Chris Mine, Photo
Gallery, IMPERIAL METALS, http://www.imperialmetals.com/our-operations-and-projects/operations/red-chrismine/photo-gallery (last visited May 13, 2016) (photographs of the various infrastructure associated with the mine).

296

Red Chris EA Report at 65.

297

See supra pp. 25-30 (caribou impacts from infrastructure).
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The impacts on woodland caribou will be, and possibly already have been, aggravated by
the Red Chris access road. This 14.2-mile (22.8-kilometer) road cuts through woodland caribou
range, including the designated Spatsizi herd’s range, and into Todagin Plateau, an area known
for its ecological importance to woodland caribou.298 The access road not only could lead to
direct mortality by vehicle collision, but also would provide increased access to the plateau, with
potential adverse impacts on caribou from changes in predator-prey dynamics, as well as
increased hunter pressure, and other human disturbances.299 Like other mining infrastructure, the
access road could sever connections between caribou habitats, including adjacent plateaus and
mountains: in the Stikine-Iskut area, which includes several plateaus used by caribou, loss of
connectivity between the plateaus and mountains has the potential to affect the long-term
viability of the populations.300
The proposed Schaft Creek Mine site is located within the range of the Edziza herd.301
The Edziza herd is one of the smallest British Columbian sub-populations of the Northern
Mountain ecotype, last estimated at only 151 animals,302 and occupying a range of less than 500
square miles (1,300 square kilometers).303 The Schaft Creek report confirmed that over half of
the project area was modeled to offer either “High” or “Moderately High” late winter habitat for
caribou; 15 percent of the area was similarly rated for early winter habitat.304 Habitat will
obviously be destroyed within the footprint of the mine infrastructure. Moreover, construction
and year-round operation of the mine will include industrial activities typical of open-pit mining:
use of large-scale equipment, drilling and blasting, crushing and milling, and trucking and
hauling305—all of which would displace the Edziza herd from the general vicinity of these
activities.306 Other infrastructure, including a network of haul roads and an on-site airport307 will
create the potential for further displacement of and impediments to the Edziza herd’s movements
across what had formerly been its habitat.

298

Red Chris EA Application at 4-345; Land Management Plan at 45, 105 (identifying Todagin Plateau as important
habitat for caribou); Fig. 7.
299

See supra pp. 25-30 (caribou impacts from roads); Land Management Plan at 45 (“[E]ntire plateau areas become
accessible to ATVs once . . . access [is provided] by road or trail”). While unauthorized access to the road corridor
and plateau may be restricted with control measures, see Red Chris Technical Report at 18-166, these will not
mitigate other adverse impacts from the mine access road, such as vehicle collisions, avoidance, disturbance, and
changes in prey-predator dynamics.

300

Land Management Plan at 45.

301

Rescan Tahltan Environmental Consultants, Schaft Creek Project: Wildlife Habitat Suitability Baseline at 2-7
(Nov. 2010) (Schaft Creek Habitat Suitability Baseline); Rescan Tahltan Environmental Consultants, Schaft Creek:
Mountain Ungulate Baseline, 2006 and 2008 at 5-1 (Sept. 2010) (Schaft Creek Ungulate Baseline); Fig. 7.
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COSEWIC Assessment, App. 2 at 88.

303

Caribou Conservation Status Report at 2.

304

Schaft Creek Wildlife Habitat Suitability Baseline at i, Tbl. 1; id. at 4-43, 4-45.

305

Schaft Creek 2013 Feasibility Study at 1-15.

306

See supra pp. 24-30 (impacts from industrial disturbance).

307

Id. at 1-16.
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Access roads for the proposed Galore Creek and Schaft Creek projects will transect
caribou habitat.308 At Schaft Creek Mine, ore concentrate will be hauled from the mine site
along a new 25-mile (40-kilometer) road running through the previously unroaded Mess Creek
valley, and then along the Galore Creek access road for the remaining 40.5 miles (65.2
kilometers) to Highway 37.309 At Galore Creek Mine, ore concentrate will be piped along a 44mile (71-kilometer) slurry pipeline from the mine site to a dewatering plant in the Iskut River
watershed near the junction of the access road and Highway 37.310 The project’s 80-mile (128kilometer) access road, which connects the mine site to Highway 37, transects caribou range in
the eastern half of its route.311
The access roads associated with these two mines are likely to adversely affect woodland
caribou.312 The traffic level associated with concentrate hauling from Schaft Creek alone is
expected to be nearly 100 trucks per day, seven days a week, amounting to nearly 550,000 truck
journeys total over the 15-year operating life of the mine.313 The roads will pose significant risks
to caribou from collisions and intensified hunting and predation pressure, as well as indirect
harms by means of habitat loss and fragmentation.314 Such changes could have particularly
pronounced adverse impacts on the Edziza herd due to its small size, which renders it susceptible
to stochastic events.315
While each of these three mine projects individually will cause woodland caribou
mortality, displacement, and disturbance, even more concerning are the mines’ potential
cumulative effects, including those that flow from transportation of ore. The mines will use
Highway 37 to move ore concentrate to the port of Stewart, British Columbia. Highway 37, also
known as the Stewart-Cassiar Highway, spans 725 kilometers, “begin[ning] in the lush forests of
the Skeena River valley and follow[ing] the Kitwanga River north into the Nass River
drainage . . . [follow[ing] the Bell-Irving River . . . into the Ningunsaw River valley in the Iskut
River watershed,” climbing to the headwaters of the Iskut near Spatsizi Plateau and mount
Edziza before “descend[ing], twisting into the valley of the Stikine River.”316 These are lands of
308

See Fig. 7.

309

Schaft Creek 2013 Feasibility Study at 1-17. An additional linear disturbance will be created by the 287 kV
power transmission line. Id. at 18-51 to 158-52.
310

Scannell at 35-36.

311

See Fig. 7.

312

See id; Schaft Creek Habitat Suitability Baseline at 2-7; Schaft Creek Ungulate Baseline at 5-1.

313

Environmental Assessment Office & Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, Schaft Creek Mine Project:
Application Information Requirements / Environmental Impact Statement Guidelines at vi (2011) (Schaft Creek
Application Guidelines).
314

See supra pp. 25-30.

315

See, e.g., Caribou Conservation Status Report at 3 (Edziza herd’s viability risk higher due to the small number of
adults in the population); see also Johnson et al. at 184 (in southern British Columbia, “[t]he rate of development
and resulting loss of contiguous habitat is pushing already small populations of caribou to low numbers that are
susceptible to stochastic events.”); Apps & McLellan at 95 (small populations subject to genetic and stochastic
threats).

316

R. Cannings & S. Cannings, THE NEW B.C. ROADSIDE NATURALIST: A GUIDE TO NATURE ALONG B.C.
HIGHWAYS at 171-72 (2013).
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“otherwise roadless wilderness,” where “[n]orthern wildlife is rich.”317 The ore transport route
on Highway 37 cuts through woodland caribou range, including areas near the ranges of the
Spatsizi and Edziza herds.318
The use of Highway 37 for ore transport will result in a net increase of traffic on the
highway. Notably,


Red Chris Mine is expected to contribute an 7 to 10 truck journeys per day,319 meaning
an additional 2,555 to 3,650 journeys annually or an additional 71,540 to 102,200
journeys over the mine’s 28-year operating life.320



Schaft Creek Mine is expected to contribute 96 truck journeys per day, meaning an
additional 36,500 journeys annually, or an additional 550,000 journeys over the mine’s
15-year operating life.321



Galore Creek Mine is expected to contribute at least 19 truck journeys per day,322
meaning an additional 6,935 journeys annually, or an additional 138,700 journeys over
the mine’s 20-year operating life.323

The net effect of just ore transportation from these three mines will be an increase of roughly 129
truck journeys a day, or between 760,240 and 790,900 additional truck journeys over the mines’
operating lives. This addition will involve large trucks often carrying hundreds of tons of
material. The figure excludes traffic associated with the transportation of employees and
construction equipment and materials, and the provision of supplies, not least diesel fuel, to the
mine sites during operation.324 All of this means that Highway 37 will in fact experience an even
more extreme increase in traffic than the ore transportation figures suggest. The increase in
traffic will likely lead to further caribou mortalities from vehicle collisions, as well as further
displacement of woodland caribou from the area around Highway 37.325
317

Id. at 171.

318

Fig. 7; TranBC, Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure Online, Highway 37 Stewart-Cassiar – Scenic
Road to Northern Adventure, http://tranbc.ca/2013/07/16/highway-37-stewart-cassiar-scenic-road-to-northernadventure/#sthash.RNMkCGDy.dpbs (“It’s common to see . . . caribou . . . along the highway, especially in the late
spring and early summer, when adults cross the road with their young.”).
319

Red Chris 2012 Technical Report at 21-251.

320

Id. at 18-161.

321

Schaft Creek Application Guidelines at vi.

322

Galore Creek Comprehensive Study Report at 14 (“A traffic study suggests that maximum supply traffic on the
road will be about 19 vehicles each way per day once the mine is in operation. There will be additional traffic for
maintenance and monitoring.”).
323

Id. at 16.

324

This figure also excludes any traffic contributed by the KSM Mine’s Coulter Creek Access Road.

325

As shown in Figure 7, woodland caribou has already been extirpated along Highway 37 just south of the KSM
and Brucejack mines.
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Relevance under the Western Hemisphere Convention and the Pelly Amendment
Both individually and collectively, the establishment and operation of the Red Chris,
KSM, Schaft Creek, and Galore Creek mines are likely to result in takings of woodland caribou.
The mortality, displacement, and disturbance (all with potential population-level effects) that
woodland caribou will likely suffer as a result of the mines would entail “harass[ment], harm, . . .
[or] kill[ing]” of caribou,326 either directly or by means of habitat destruction and modification.
These acts constitute “takings” under the Pelly Amendment.
Such takings would diminish the effectiveness of the international conservation program
established by the Western Hemisphere Convention. The Convention seeks to “protect and
preserve in their natural habitat representatives of all species . . . in sufficient numbers and over
areas extensive enough to assure them from becoming extinct through any agency within man’s
control.”327 Protection of the woodland caribou, named in the Convention’s Annex,328 is “of
special urgency and importance” under the Convention.329 The Convention’s conservation
program entails protection of the woodland caribou “as completely as possible.”330 Given that
the woodland caribou’s range elsewhere has been dramatically decreased—with consequent
reductions in population—further reduction as a consequence of mine development would be
irreconcilable with the solicitous concern and regime of careful conservation established among
parties to the Convention. Canada is not a party to the Convention, and therefore takings by its
sovereign or nationals would not constitute direct breaches. However, the Pelly Amendment
does not specify that only breaches trigger certification. The efforts of Convention parties to
protect the woodland caribou would be offset—and thus the Convention’s conservation purpose
diminished—if caribou range were contracted and populations were directly or indirectly
reduced by the harmful effects of mine development. Thus, by taking woodland caribou,
Canadian nationals—the Red Chris, Schaft Creek, KSM, and Galore Creek mine proponents and
the governmental authorities who permit these mine developments—would be diminishing the
effectiveness of the conservation program of the Western Hemisphere Convention. The likely
takings of woodland caribou resulting from existing and future mine projects justify an
investigation of these projects pursuant to the Pelly Amendment. If that investigation determines
that a taking has or will occur, this conclusion must be certified to the President.

326

22 U.S.C. § 1978(h)(5)(A).

327

Western Hemisphere Convention, pmbl.

328

See Organization of American States, Listas de Especies de Fauna y Flora en Vias de Extincion en los Estados
Miembros (1967).
329
330

Western Hemisphere Convention, art. VIII.
Id.
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B. Grizzly Bear
Like other large carnivores, grizzly bears have many traits that render them vulnerable to
extirpation in the face of exposure to human development.331 The grizzly bear has low
population densities and large home ranges.332 In British Columbia, grizzly bear ranges have
been observed at 25 to 200 square kilometers for females and 60 to 700 square kilometers for
males.333 Males have wider ranges, often overlapping with the ranges of several female bears,
due to grizzly bears’ mating patterns.334 The grizzly bear also has a low reproduction rate335—
one of lowest of all terrestrial mammals336 and the lowest of all animals in British Columbia.337
Females reach sexual maturity at between 4 and 7 years and males at around 5.5 years.338
Mating occurs during 6 to 7 weeks in late spring and early summer.339 Bears reproduce around
one to three cubs every three years.340 The cubs remain with the mother for 2-4 years before
leaving.341 A low reproductive rate makes any significant population declines difficult to
reverse.342 Quality of habitat is of great importance to grizzly bears, since their active season is
only 5 to 7 months, during which time they must consume sufficient calories to supply the
following denning cycle.343
Harms to Grizzly Bears Generally
Following the receding of ice sheets, the grizzly bear inhabited the span of North
America, from Mexico in the south to Ontario in the northeast and Alaska in the northwest.344
Today, they only inhabit about half of this area.345 Human activity accounts for up to 90 percent
331

B. Ruediger, THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RARE CARNIVORES AND HIGHWAYS 2 (1996) (Ruediger).

332

Id.; D. A. Blood, British Columbia Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection, Grizzly Bears in British
Columbia: Ecology, Conservation and Management 4 (2002) (Blood).
333

Blood at 4; see also J. W. Schoen, Bear Habitat Management: A Review and Future Perspective, in 8 INT’L
CONF. BEAR. RES. & MGMT. 143, 146 (1990) (Schoen) (“Clearly, the normal movements of bears are so extensive
that bear habitat must be evaluated and managed on a landscape scale often exceeding thousands of square
kilometers.”).
334

C. C. Schwartz et al., Grizzly Bear, in WILD MAMMALS OF NORTH AMERICA: BIOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, AND
CONSERVATION 565 (G. A. Feldhammer et al. eds., 2d ed. 2003) (Schwartz et al.).
335

Ruediger at 2.

336

Schoen at 144.

337

Horejsi at 19.

338

Schwartz et al. at 562, 564.

339

Blood at 3.

340

Schwartz et al. at 562.

341

Id. at 562.

342

Schoen at 144.

343

Schwartz et al. at 564-65.

344

Id. at 557-58.

345

Blood at 3; Schoen at 145.
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of all recorded mortalities for adult grizzly bears,346 and unsurprisingly, human-bear interactions
are the main cause of declines in grizzly bear populations.347 Since European settlement of the
continent, their range has dwindled. Grizzly bears have been eliminated from 98 percent of the
48 contiguous American states;348 in Canada, grizzly bears have been extirpated in parts of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, and populations were reduced in other parts of Alberta
and British Columbia.349 Before European settlement there were about 25,000 grizzly bears in
British Columbia, a number that has declined by about 45 percent to the current population of
around 13,800.350
In addition to industrial areas, like open pit mine sites,351 the primary means of human
access to grizzly bear habitat is transportation corridors, especially roads.352 “[H]uman action on
roads rarely is beneficial to bears.”353 Habitat-transecting roads pose several threats to grizzly
bears, the most obvious being direct and indirect mortality.354 “Roads increase access for hunters
and poachers, the probability of vehicle-bear collisions, and the frequency of energy-costly flight
responses by the bears.”355 The majority of human-caused grizzly bear mortalities occur near

346

Schwartz et al. at 571.

347

R. D. Mace et al., Relationships Among Grizzly Bears, Roads and Habitat in the Swan Mountains, Montana, 33 J.
APPLIED ECOLOGY 1395, 1402 (1996) (Mace et al.); G. MacHutchon & M. Proctor, The Effect of Road and Human
Action on Grizzly Bears and their Habitat, in TRANS-BORDER GRIZZLY BEAR PROJECT 1 (2015) (MacHutchon &
Proctor); see also B. N. McLellan & D. M. Shackleton, Grizzly Bears and Resource-Extraction Industries: Effects of
Roads on Behaviour, Habitat Use and Demography, 25 J. APP. ECOLOGY 451, 459 (1988) (McLellan & Shackleton)
(explaining the negative effect of roads on grizzly bear habitats); Horejsi at 20 (“Outside of human population and
agricultural centers most contact between bears and human is road induced.”).
348

Schwartz et al. at 558; M. Proctor et al., Population Fragmentation and Inter-Ecosystem Movements of Grizzly
Bears in Western Canada and the Northern United States, 180 WILDLIFE MONOGRAPHS 1, 5 (2012) (Proctor et al.,
Population Fragmentation) (“The North American range of grizzly bears (Ursus arctos) has contracted in the past
century and a half because of human caused mortality, habitat loss, and population fragmentation.”).
349

Schwartz et al. at 558.

350

Blood at 5, 2.

351

B. N. McLellan, Relationships Between Human Industrial Activity and Grizzly Bears, in 8 INT’L CONF. BEAR.
RES. & MGMT. 57, 61 (1990) (“Open pit mines and tailings also destroy bear habitat . . . .”) (McLellan).
352

MacHutchon & Proctor at 1; Schwartz et al. at 571 (“Because most bears are killed by humans, proximity of kills
to human facilities and access routes . . . are common.”).
353

MacHutchon & Proctor at 1.

354

Ruediger at 3-4.

355

McLellan & Shackleton at 451; see also B. Benn et al., Grizzly Bear Mortality and Human Access in the Central
Rockies Ecosystem of Alberta and British Columbia, 1972/1976-2002, in BIOLOGY, DEMOGRAPHY, ECOLOGY, AND
MANAGEMENT OF GRIZZLY BEARS IN AND AROUND BANFF NATIONAL PARK AND KANANASKIS COUNTRY 91 (2005)
(Benn et al.) (“Spatial analyses clearly showed that most grizzlies died within a narrow zone along roads and trails,
and around human settlements.”).
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roads, either due to vehicle collisions or from legal or illegal kills.356 This has been confirmed
by several studies.357
Even where the intrusion of roads into bear habitats does not result in bear mortalities,
roads can subject bear populations to indirect harms. Human activity on roads can displace bears
from the area, leading to habitat loss.358 “[E]ven a little traffic is sufficient to displace them.”359
Moreover, the removal of vegetative cover renders the road corridor as a whole “unfriendly or
dangerous to grizzly bears.”360 The spatial displacement caused by roads can range from 100
meters up to 4 kilometers.361 Adult male bears display avoidance behavior,362 as do female
bears, which select home ranges to minimize road exposure.363 Studies have indicated that
avoidance occurs even on roads closed to traffic.364
Hand-in-hand with displacement is the reluctance of bears to cross roadways, resulting in
the division of what were previously continuous habitats and ranges.365 Bear crossings are
356

MacHutchon & Proctor at 3; Proctor et al., Population Fragmentation at 35 (“Where monitored, traffic-related
mortality data for grizzly bears exists.”); Horejsi at 21 (“Bears die at a disproportionate rate when they are within 1.2
km (1 mile) of a drivable road.”).

357

MacHutchon & Proctor at 3 (listing studies); Benn et al. at 84 (study in British Columbia finding that 53 percent
of recorded human-caused grizzly bears mortalities occurred along roadways); Horejsi at 21 (study in northwest
Alberta finding that 75 to 89 percent of legal and 71 to 90 percent of illegal bear kills occurred within 1to 2
kilometers of roads).

358

Ruediger at 4; Proctor et al, Population Fragmentation. at 35 (“[G]rizzly bears avoid areas of high human
influence and generally avoid use of habitat around busy highways, even in areas where human settlement is low”
(citation omitted)); McLellan & Shackleton at 451 (“Indirect population constraints can result from long-term
displacement of bears from areas adjacent to roads. . . . If roads do displace bears, it leads either to increased
pressure on similar habitats in undisturbed regions, or to the ‘loss’ of these essential but limited habitats.”).
359

McLellan & Shackleton at 458; see also McLellan at 59 (“Bears simply avoid locations where human activities
are common, such as roads and active industrial sites, by enough distance that they won’t be disturbed by a passing
vehicle or an additional machine starting up.”); Horejsi at 23 (“Dispersed nonmotorized activity . . . can displace
bears from a distance of 3 km and alter their activity for at least 24 hours.”).
360

M. L. Gibeau & S. Herrero, Roads, Rail, and Grizzly Bears in the Bow River Valley, Alberta, in PROCEEDINGS OF
104 (G. L. Evink ed., 1998) (Gibeau &
Herrero).

THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ECOLOGY AND TRANSPORTATION
361

MacHutchon & Proctor at 5; W. F. Kasworm & T. L. Manley, Road and Trail Influences on Grizzly Bears and
Black Bears in Northwest Montana, in 8 INT’L CONF. BEAR. RES. & MGMT. 79, 84 (1990) (describing a 78 per cent
decline in female brown bear use of habitat within 150 meters of logging roads during log hauling operations);
McLellan & Shackleton at 458 (finding a 58 per cent habitat loss within 100 meters of roads).
362

Gibeau & Herrero at 105 (“[A]voidance behavior is strongest in the adult segment of the population where we
believe males select for high quality habitats and an absence of humans.”).
363

MacHutchen & Proctor at 7.

364

Horejsi at 23 (reporting a study in Western Montana which found that bear use of areas near roads closed to
traffic was 58% less than expected had there not been a road).
365

Proctor et al., Population Fragmentation at 35 (“Vehicle traffic, a by-product of large-scale patterns of settlement
across southern Canada, was negatively associated with inter-area movement across the entire continuum of
settlement”); Ruediger at 4 (“Highways [] and other human developments tend to create boundaries for both
individuals and populations.”).
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unsurprisingly inversely correlated with vehicle traffic.366 Populations can become fragmented,
with consequences on genetic diversity.367 In general, the fragmentation of wildlife populations
is “a major force underlying the recent extinction crisis.”368 Impediments to the dispersal of a
population can prevent the salutary increase of genetic diversity, as well as the colonization or
re-colonization of suitable habitat.369 This threat is a serious one for large carnivores, including
grizzly bears. Studies have found that human activity along transportation corridors fragments
grizzly bear populations because female bears in particular avoid crossing such corridors.370 A
genetic sampling study demonstrated that anthropogenic influence has separated previously
interconnected populations.371 The same study observed that “female immigration is needed to
augment a dwindling population or recolonize one that has been extirpated.”372 Fragmented,
small, and isolated populations face an increased probability of extirpation.373
Over time a “dynamic tension” can develop between bears and roadways, wherein,
depending on context, bears experience “both attraction to roads and alienation from roads”374—
with an increase in mortality risk. Bears may become habituated to roads.375 This is especially
the case where the road is in an area,
. . . where grizzly bears have small home ranges, or in areas where
area-concentrated food sources of limited distribution are within
the activity zone [such that] exclusion could limit access to
important food sources. If there is a survival cost associated with
avoiding this zone, grizzly bears will probably move into it and
become habituated to the disturbance.376
366

J. S. Waller & C. Servheen, Effects of Transportation Infrastructure on Grizzly Bears in Northwestern Montana,
69 J. WILDLIFE MGMT. 985, 996 (2005); Gibeau & Herrero at 105 (finding that the Trans Canada Highway in
Alberta functions as a barrier to grizzly bear movement).

367

MacHutchon & Proctor at 8.

368

Proctor et al., Population Fragmentation at 5.

369

Id.

370

M. Proctor et al., Genetic Analysis Reveals Demographic Fragmentation of Grizzly Bears Yielding Vulnerably
Small Populations, 272 PROC. ROYAL SOC. B. 2409, 2414 (2005) (Proctor et al., Genetic Analysis); Proctor et al.,
Population Fragmentation at 35 (“Traffic and settlement reduce movements of male and female bears. Although
each sex seems to be affected by the same fracturing forces, their thresholds differ,” with females more susceptible
to fragmentation.).
371

Proctor et al., Population Fragmentation at 28.

372

Id. at 27.

373

Proctor et al., Genetic Analysis at 2409; see also Proctor et al., Population Fragmentation at 5 (“At broad
temporal and spatial scales, smaller population fragments have a higher likelihood of succumbing to unfavorable
demographic forces.”).
374

Gibeau & Herrero at 104.

375

MacHutchon & Proctor at 4; D. J. Mattson, Human Impacts on Bear Habitat Use, in 8 INT’L CONF. BEAR. RES. &
MGMT. 33, 47 (1990).
376

W. R. Archibald et al., Responses of Grizzly Bears to Logging Truck Traffic in the Kimsquit River Valley, British
Columbia, 7 INT’L CONF. BEAR RES. & MGMT. 251, 255 (1987).
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Bears may also venture to roadways due to the availability of plant foods there—specifically
berry plants377—or due to the ease of travel along cleared roadways.378 Female bears with cubs
may use roads to avoid adult male bears, due to the danger males pose to young cubs.379 Adult
male bears will avoid roadways.380 For this reason, despite a general aversion to roads, females
with cubs will disproportionately frequent areas near roads.381 However, habituation increases
the risk of direct mortality documented above,382 particularly for cubs.383 “[N]ear road
environments cause grizzly bears to make difficult choices with little opportunity to learn
successful behaviors if they die in the process.”384
Both direct mortality and indirect harms via displacement and population fragmentation
are heightened where roads are situated in valleys and along rivers. “In mountainous terrain
throughout the world, valley bottoms are the preferred habitats for both humans and wildlife.”385
“Roads often follow valley bottoms and pass through riparian areas which are frequently used by
grizzly bears.”386 Bears also tend to select habitats near avalanche chutes, which often terminate
near roads.387 The “types of habitat most often associated with roads are especially valuable to
bears, because they contain high-quality foods in spring and autumn.”388 At a minimum, lowelevation roads create “a significant conflict relative to displacement of bears and disruption of
[their] activity.”389
In conclusion, as a general matter, “[o]nce roads are developed in any grizzly habitat, the
population is placed in a precarious position.”390 For this reason, “[r]oad construction in remote
377

See Benn et al. at 90 (“In BC there are diverse berry feeding opportunities. In addition to buffaloberry
(Shepherdia canadensis) berries in particular of the genus Vaccinium occur at lower and mid elevations, often along
roads and in close proximity to people.”).
378

MacHutchon & Proctor at 4; B. Benn & S. Herrero, Grizzly Bear Mortality and Human Access in Banff and Yoho
National Parks, 1971-98, 13 URSUS 213, 214 (2002); Gibeau & Herrero at 104.

379
380

McLellan & Shackleton at 458.
Id.

381

Gibeau & Herrero at 105 (“Adult females select areas with a high degree of security for raising cubs, which in
some cases means avoiding adult males.”); Benn et al. at 88 (“Adult females may preferentially use habitats near
people, presumably to avoid adult males. Thus, they are prone to habituation to humans . . . increasing their
mortality risk relative to males.”); McLellan & Shackleton at 458.
382

See supra p. 39; MacHutchon & Proctor at 4.

383

McLellan at 62 (“Attracting bears to . . . roadsides with grasses and clover while leaving road access intact, can
also make bears vulnerable to hunters and poachers and collisions with traffic.”).

384

Gibeau & Herrero at 106.

385

Id. at 104; Schoen at 144.

386

McLellan & Shackleton at 451; Horejsi at 22 (“Riparian areas and the lower reaches of avalanche chutes contain
important and preferred bear habitats but most roads are built in these valley bottom habitats, creating significant
conflict relative to displacement of bears and disruption of activity (and, of course, mortality).”).
387

Mace et al. at 1403.

388

McLellan & Shackleton at 458.

389

Horejsi at 22.

390

McLellan & Shackleton at 459.
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areas appears to be the major long term impact of resource extraction industries and the most
significant problem facing grizzly bears in most locations.”391
Grizzly Bears and the Transboundary Mines
The environmental assessment documents for the B.C. Mines provide limited evidence
with respect to the presence of grizzly bears. The British Columbia Ministry of Environment
data, however, make abundantly clear that all six B.C. Mines are situated in the habitats of three
grizzly bear management units: the Taku, Edziza-Lower Stikine, Spatsizi, and Stewart units.392
The five projects that include access roads are within the least-roaded grizzly-inhabited areas in
British Columbia,393 which, as of 2011, had recorded only two road-kill grizzly mortalities since
1975.394
The mines operating or planned in the Stikine and Unuk river watersheds—the Red
Chris, Schaft Creek, Galore Creek, KSM, and Brucejack mines—are situated in the habitats of
the Edziza-Lower Stikine, Spatsizi, and Stewart units.395 These mines do or will include access
roads that transect these units’ habitat range, often running through the preferred valley-bottom
habitat areas.
The Schaft Creek Mine project plans a 25-mile (40-kilometer) access road, running from
the mine site to the Galore Creek Access Road along which ore concentrate would be transported
to Highway 37.396 The road would run through previously undeveloped grizzly bear habitat
along the valley bottom of the Mess Creek watershed, 397 which, besides grizzly bears, supports a
variety of aquatic and terrestrial species, including salmon.398
The Galore Creek Mine’s ore body is situated in a high-elevation area with grizzly bear
denning habitat.399 Its access road—an 80-mile (128-kilometer) route connecting the mine site to
Highway 37400—will extend the Schaft Creek project’s effects into additional prime grizzly bear
habitat. The Galore Creek mine proponent expects its project to inflict “habitat alternation,”
“disruption, blockage and impediment to movements,” and both direct and indirect mortality to
grizzly bear populations, specifically from use of its access road.401 Much of the Galore Creek
391

McLellan at 62.

392

See British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Grizzly Bear Population Status in BC at 2 (2012) (Grizzly Bear
Population Status in BC); Fig. 8 (Map of Affected Grizzly Bear Management Units).

393

Id. at 6-7 (each having 2 percent of their areas with more than 0.6 kilometers of road per square kilometer).

394

See id. at App. 44, 47, 59.

395

See Fig. 8.

396

Schaft Creek 2013 Feasibility Study at 18-1.

397

Schaft Creek Habitat Suitability Baseline at ii.

398

Scannell at 75.

399

Id. at 62.

400

Galore Creek EA Application at 1-1.

401

Id. at 7-482 to 7-483.
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access road tracks grizzly bear habitat,402 crossing 120 avalanche paths en route, such that 17.8
percent of the total route is subject to avalanche risk.403 The mine proponent expects grizzly bear
mortalities along this road.404
The KSM Mine’s environmental assessment study found that upwards of 38 percent of
the project’s regional study area—a 338,000 hectare area around the project’s infrastructure405—
contained “Moderately High” and “High” grizzly bear habitat,406 with evidence of at least 31,
and possibly 58, grizzly bears living in the area.407 The local study area—a 0.9-mile (1.5kilometer) buffer area around project infrastructure408—was identified as suitable grizzly bear
denning habitat, particularly near the tailings impoundment site.409 Areas overlapping the
processing and tailings management area were candidates for designation as “essential habitat
necessary to sustain” the grizzly bear.410 The KSM Mine project will include two access roads.
First, the Coulter Creek access road will be a 22-mile (35-kilometer) road running west along
Coulter and Sulphurets creeks, crossing the Unuk River and then proceeding north where it joins
the preexisting Eskay Creek Mine road and from there to Highway 37.411 This road will be used
to transport personnel and supplies to the mine site.412 It will bear 2,883 one-way journeys,
averaging about eight per day.413 Second, the Treaty Creek access road will run 18 miles (29
kilometers), connecting the processing and tailings management area at the eastern part of the
project with Highway 37, crossing the Bell-Irving River, and running parallel to Treaty Creek.414
The road will traverse several avalanche chutes along the way.415 It will be used for hauling
concentrate to Stewart, British Columbia, during the operating life of the mine. About 41 return
trips will be made on this road every day.416
Uphill from the KSM mine site, the Brucejack Mine plans to upgrade an existing 45-mile
(73-kilometer) exploration road, to create a mine access road running from the mine site and
processing plant to Highway 37.417 The road would transect grizzly habitat, traversing the
402

Galore Creek Comprehensive Study Report at 162.

403

Galore Creek EA Application at 5-222 to 5-223.

404

Id. at 7-595.

405

KSM EA Application at 18-49.

406

Id. at 18-13.

407

Id. at 18-14.

408

Id. at 18-49.

409

Id. at 18-13 to 18-14.

410

Id. at 18-41.

411

Id. at 4-227; Fig. 6.

412

KSM EA Application at 4-227.

413

Id. at 4-241.

414

Id. at 4-242.

415

Id. at 4-259.

416

Id. at 4-260.

417

Brucejack EA Report at 8; Fig. 6.
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Knipple Glacier before running along the valley bottom parallel to the Bowser River to Bowser
Lake,418 then along Scott Creek and Wildfire Creek to Highway 37, crossing fourteen avalanche
chutes along the way.419 The project’s environmental assessment report listed grizzly bear
mortality from vehicle collisions, disruption of movement and increased poaching, as well as
habitat loss, fragmentation, and alternation as “predicted effects” of the project.420
Further north, on the east side of Highway 37, the Red Chris Mine includes a mine site
and an access road in the Spatsizi management unit’s habitat. The Spatsizi unit numbers around
666 individuals distributed over 8,283 square miles (21,454 square kilometers).421 The Red
Chris project involves a new gravel access road cutting 14.2 miles (22.8 kilometers) from the
mine site to Highway 37.422 The road transects high-value habitat, where grizzly bears have
been sighted.423
Serious harms to grizzly bear populations are likely to result from the establishment of
the five mines in the Stikine River and Unuk River watersheds. Each of the five mine projects
establishes mine infrastructure—not least, access roads—transecting grizzly bear habitat, often in
the areas most valued by grizzly bears, that is, valley bottoms and the bases of avalanche chutes.
These access roads will be traversed hundreds of thousands of times by massive trucks loaded
with ore concentrate and mining equipment. As the scientific literature establishes, the roads
would likely lead to bear mortalities by way of vehicle collisions and legal or illegal shootings—
the rates of both rising as some bears become habituated to the roadways and traffic. Traffic on
these roads will also displace grizzly bears from the areas, denying them high value habitat, and
fragmenting the population with concomitant losses to genetic diversity in the grizzly bear
population.
The harms described above do not exhaust the detrimental risks that the B.C. Mines pose
to grizzly bears in the transboundary watersheds. In addition to the threats posed by access
roads, bears may also face disturbance from industrial activities during construction and
operation at the mine site.424 Mine project infrastructure might displace bears from denning
habitats, or other areas important to their life cycles. A full investigation of the extent to which
the B.C. Mines individually harm grizzly bear populations should encompass all such harms.
Moreover, cumulative effects are also certain to follow, not least from the mines’ use of
Highway 37 to move ore concentrate to the port of Stewart, British Columbia. Highway 37 has
been described as “the best road in Canada for viewing bears,” including grizzly bears,425 and
418

Brucejack EA Report at 22; Brucejack Feasibility Study at 18-3, Fig. 18.1.
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anecdotal evidence confirms that grizzly bears frequent the roadway.426 Such sightings make
sense, since the stretch Highway 37 that is or will be travelled by hauling trucks divides the
habitats of the Spatsizi and Edziza-Lower Stikine management units from each other, and bisects
the Stewart management unit’s habitat further south.427
The increases in traffic from ore-concentrate hauling along Highway 37 from the Red
Chris, Schaft Creek and Galore Creek mines to Stewart, British Columbia, have been discussed
above in connection with their effects on woodland caribou herds.428 In addition to this increase
in traffic, grizzly bear populations near Highway 37 will also be subject to the impacts of
increased traffic from the KSM and Brucejack mines:


KSM Mine is expected to contribute 36 truck journeys per day, meaning an additional
13,140 journeys annually, or an additional 676,710 journeys over the mine’s 51.5-year
operating life.429



Brucejack Mine is expected to contribute 6 to 10 truck journeys per day,430 meaning an
additional 2,190 to 3,650 journeys annually, or an additional 48,180 to 80,300 journeys
over course of the mine’s 22-year operating life.431

The net effect of ore transportation alone from the five mines would be an additional 61,320 to
63,875 truck journeys annually, and an additional 1,485,139 to 1,547,910 truck journeys in total
over the lifetimes of the mines, running on Highway 37 to Stewart. According to the most recent
figures, the relevant section of Highway 37 averages around 88,300 vehicle journeys annually,432
meaning that ore transportation alone will generate a 70 percent increase in traffic on the
highway.433 This addition will involve trucks often carrying hundreds of tons of material. The
figure excludes traffic associated with the transportation of employees, construction equipment
and materials during construction, and then the provision of supplies, not least diesel fuel, to the
mine sites during operation—meaning that Highway 37 will in fact experience an even more
extreme increase in traffic.
426

Arrow Transportation Systems, Red Chris Mine Opens, ARROW LIFE at 1 (June 2015) (“‘Driving the 320
kilomet[er]s on Highway 37 from Stewart to Red Chris Mine you’ll be lucky if you see more than a dozen cars
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of them on or near the road,’ laughed Andy Wichary, Stewart’s Division Manager.”).
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The increase in traffic disturbance will further displace grizzly bears from the area around
Highway 37. As the Canadian authorities recognize, the western Canadian grizzly bear
population, including the units affected by the five mines, is “highly sensitive to human
disturbance and is subject to high mortality risk in areas of human activity and where roads
create access.”434 Those bears that are already habituated—such as those frequently sighted from
the roadway—will face a heightened risk of mortality from collisions when upwards of 1.5
million truck journeys will run along the highway, all by multi-ton, super-bed trucks that likely
will be unable to stop or maneuver around crossing bears. Bear mortalities and displacement can
be expected to result.
Relevance under the Western Hemisphere Convention and the Pelly Amendment
Both individually and collectively, the establishment and permitting of the five Stikine
River and Unuk River mines is likely to result in takings of grizzly bears. The mortality,
displacement, and population fragmentation to which grizzly bears will likely be subject as a
result of the mines entails “harass[ment], harm [or] kill[ing]” of grizzly bears,435 either directly
or indirectly by means of habitat destruction and modification. These acts would be “takings”
under the Pelly Amendment.
Such takings of grizzly bears would diminish the effectiveness of the international
conservation program established by the Western Hemisphere Convention. The Convention
seeks to “protect and preserve in their natural habitat representatives of all species . . . in
sufficient numbers and over areas extensive enough to assure them from becoming extinct
through any agency within man’s control.”436 Protection of the grizzly bear, named in the
Convention’s Annex,437 is “of special urgency and importance” under the Convention.438 The
Convention’s conservation program requires protection of the grizzly bear “as completely as
possible.”439 Given that the grizzly bear is extirpated elsewhere or dwindling in numbers,
attrition as an incidental consequence of mining development would not be possible to square
with the solicitous concern and regime of careful conversation established among parties to the
Convention. The efforts of Convention parties to protect the grizzly bear would be offset—and
thus undermined—if grizzly bear populations were directly or indirectly reduced by the harmful
effects of mine development. Thus, by taking grizzly bears, Canadian nationals—both the mine
proponents and the governmental authorities who permit the mine developments—would
diminish the effectiveness of the conservation program of the Western Hemisphere Convention.
The likely takings of grizzly bears resulting from existing and future mining projects justify an
434
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investigation of these projects pursuant to the Pelly Amendment. If that investigation determines
that a taking has or will occur, this conclusion must be certified to the President.
C. Salmonids
The Pacific Ocean is inhabited by several species of salmonids, including pink, chum,
sockeye, Coho, and Chinook salmon,440 as well as steelhead trout.441 These fish are anadromous
species, meaning that they spawn, and, in some cases rear, in freshwater, migrate to the ocean as
they mature, and then return to spawn and die in their natal freshwater streams.442 Salmon spawn
in freshwater bodies “ranging from tiny creeks above waterfalls in the mountains, or streams
discharging straight into saltwater, to large rivers . . . from small beaver ponds and ephemeral
wetlands to the largest lakes of the region.”443 Steelhead also spawn in freshwater streams, and
typically remain in freshwater for one to three years before migrating to sea.444 Steelhead are
iteroparous, meaning that they spawn several times in their lives.445 Pacific salmon, however,
are semelparous, meaning that they spawn once, shortly before dying in their natal streams.446
All six of these salmonid species spawn in the waters of the Taku, Stikine, and Unuk river
watersheds, annually repeating a process that has sustained and defined these watersheds. These
fish contribute hugely to the ecological richness of the watersheds, representing “a unique way to
move nutrients upstream” from the ocean to riparian areas.447 After salmon return from the
North Pacific to streams to spawn, the nutrients in their carcasses are taken-up by birds and
mammalian predators, thus fertilizing forest soils and feeding the in-stream plankton populations
on which young salmonids will prey in the coming seasons.448
Harms to Salmonids from Hard-Rock Mining Generally
“Salmon and steelhead need cool, clean water in adequate supply to grow, migrate, and
spawn in freshwater systems.”449 In many cases, their continued reproductive success and
survival conflicts with the externalities of hard-rock mining. Mining processes often lead to the
leaching of toxic heavy metals from waste rock and tailings into the surrounding environment.
440

T. P. Quinn, THE BEHAVIOR AND ECOLOGY OF PACIFIC SALMON AND TROUT 13-16 (2005).
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and Terrestrial Ecosystems, 24 FISHERIES 6, 6 (Oct. 1999) (Cederholm); see also D. J. Rinella et al., Seasonal
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(Oct. 2013).
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Leaching occurs naturally when sulfide rock is exposed to air and water; mines accelerate the
process by increasing the surface area of the waste rock during mining and processing.450 Acidic
water, also resulting from oxidation of mine wastes, then exacerbates the natural rate of metals
leaching.451 As a result, “[l]ogarithmic increases in metal levels in waters from sulfide-rich
mining environments are common where surface or groundwater pH is depressed by acid
generation from sulfide minerals.”452 For this reason, acid mine drainage and elevated dissolved
metals levels are “inextricably linked.”453 This combination is a common environmental
consequence of hard-rock mining.454
The harms from mining-waste contamination to fish, including salmonids, are wellknown. Several dissolved heavy metals are known to have harmful effects on salmonids when
present in the waters they inhabit or in foods they consume.455 The specific detrimental effects
suffered vary by the pollutant in question and level of concentration, as elaborated in the
following illustrative discussion of six metals.
Aluminum
Aluminum is soluble when exposed to acidic waters,456 and, once dissolved, becomes
harmful to salmonids. Even at low concentrations, aluminum degrades fish health, including gill
function,457 and “reduce[s] the ability of salmonids to adequately deal with other stressors,”
especially when the solvent waters are acidic.458 In acidic waters, exposures to even low
concentrations of aluminum, as low as 27 micrograms per liter (“µg/L”), can impair growth in
juvenile salmonids.459 Low-level aluminum exposure can also impair the survival of juvenile

450
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Atlantic Canada and Its Potential Effect on Aquatic Populations, 69 CAN. J. FISH & AQUATIC SCI. 1174, 1175
(2012) (Dennis & Clair).
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salmon during their downstream migration,460 and reduce chances of survival at sea.461 It can
cause a “delayed response” on salmon smolt, “leading to mortality and population effects after
the fish [have] left freshwater and entered seawater.”462
Cadmium
Cadmium is toxic to all life, including salmonids.463 “Cadmium accumulates in the
kidney, liver, and gills of freshwater fish.”464 Cadmium exposure can be fatal at a concentration
of 0.786 µg/L.465 In salmonids specifically, chronic exposure to cadmium at levels around 0.5
µg/L has resulted in reduced predation success.466 Salmonids also experience impaired growth at
exposure to levels starting around 0.47 µg/L.467 However, even lower levels can harm fish: they
generally avoid waters with cadmium concentrations of 0.2 µg/L and experience disorientation
once exposed.468 Salmonid eggs are even more sensitive: concentrations of cadmium as low as
0.05 µg/L result in premature hatching of eggs.469
Copper
Copper is one of the most harmful metals for salmonids. Where even low levels of
copper are dissolved in waters— as low as 0.7 µg/L for juveniles—salmon and trout will avoid
an area entirely.470 “As a consequence, low levels of copper pollution could serve as a barrier to
migration or exclude salmon from habitats that are otherwise productive.”471 Adult Chinook
460

F. Kroglund et al., Water Quality Limits for Atlantic Salmon (Salmo Salar L.) Exposed to Short Term Reductions
in pH and Increased Aluminum Simulating Episodes, 4 HYDRO. & EARTH SYS. SCI. DISCUSS. 3317, 3333 (2007)
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salmon are known to avoid waters with concentrations of copper less than or equal to 2.4 µg/L or
possibly as low as 0.91 µg/L.472 Avoidance allows the salmonids to survive, though it renders
the waters avoided lost as habitat.473 Avoidance of contaminated water might disturb migrations
to and from spawning streams;474 studies have found such effects with Chinook salmon at
concentrations of 10 µg/L,475 and as low as 0.7 µg/L.476 Coho salmon smolt also demonstrated
similar disruption, and experienced reduced survival at sea after exposure to levels of copper of 5
µg/L.477
Salmonids suffer impaired sensory capacities when exposed to dissolved copper, losing
their abilities to perceive and elude predators.478 Impairment has been found at concentration
levels as low as 2 µg/L; at 20 µg/L the response to odorants is almost completely eliminated.479
“Copper-induced loss of olfactory function occurs very quickly . . . on a timescale of
minutes.”480 Exposure at levels lower than 10 µg/L of copper can result in impaired swimming
and feeding behavior, reduced growth, increased stress, and vulnerability to pathogens.481 Where
levels are higher or exposure longer, salmonids may lose the sensory capacity to avoid
contaminated waters, leading to harmful, even lethal, effects.482 Juvenile Chinook salmon
exposed to copper at concentrations of 2 µg/L for 25-30 days lost the avoidance response to
much higher concentrations of copper, failing to avoid waters with 21 µg/L copper, even though
472
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they had avoided these waters previously.483 Impaired olfaction also renders salmonids unable to
find their ways back to natal streams to spawn.484 “Alteration of natural adaptive behaviors such
as homing, migration and spawning due to water pollution can reduce wild salmon survival and
change population structure.”485
Salmonids experience chronic toxicity when exposed to dissolved copper levels of as low
as 12 µg/L, and acute toxicity when exposed to dissolved copper levels of between 22 and 53
µg/L.486 Acute toxic reactions to copper include ion-regulatory and respiratory problems via gill
tissue damage.487 Concentrations as low as 6.4 µg/L impaired Chinook salmon’s immune
response to bacterial infections.488 Juvenile Chinook salmon and steelhead trout experienced
acute toxic reactions at levels as low as 17 µg/L.489 The exposure can become fatal through the
failure of the fish’s heart.490 Dissolved copper can be lethal at 37-78 µg/L for sockeye salmon,
as low as 26 µg/L for Chinook salmon, and 25 µg/L for pink salmon.491 The levels of dissolved
copper at which fish experience toxicity is influenced by the hardness, pH, and temperature of
the solvent water, as well as synergistic effects with other metals such as zinc.492
Lead
Lead is also harmful to salmonids resulting in developmental abnormalities at exposure to
levels around 7.6 µg/L.493
Silver
Dissolved silver can also harm salmonids. Juvenile salmonids have shown reduced
growth and premature hatching at levels of 0.17 µg/L.494
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Zinc
Salmonids are also harmed by zinc. At concentrations as low as 8.6 µg/L, juvenile
salmonids avoid waters where this metal is present.495
Rather than exposure to each of the above metals in isolation, the B.C. Mines will expose
salmonids to a cocktail of dissolved metals, which can have synergistic effects.496 “Synergy
occurs when chemicals interact in a way that increases their joint toxicity beyond that expected if
their effects were additive.”497 The above descriptions do not account for synergistic effects of
elevated metals levels, which have not been adequately researched, but which are likely to
exacerbate the harms associated with exposure to each individual metal. Synergistic harms have
been seen with combinations of metals, such as zinc and copper.498
Nonmetal contaminants
Nonmetal contaminants are also a threat for salmonids. In addition to intensifying the
harmful release of metals, acidity itself is directly harmful to fish. Although salmon can survive
in waters with a sub-neutral pH, at lower pH levels, gill membranes are damaged, leading to
death by hypoxia.499 At pH levels below 5.0, homeostatic electrolyte and osmotic mechanisms
are impaired.500 Streams with acidic pollution are generally less rich in biodiversity and taxa
abundance.501 Salmon populations have been found to decline in regions affected by mine
drainage acidity.502
Another prominent non-metal contaminant is selenium. Selenium is found as an
elemental component in many deposits mined for precious metal ores.503 When ore is disturbed
and exposed to water as waste rock or tailings, selenium will be released.504 This leaching
creates a risk of concentration and bioaccumulation in downstream waters.505 Although
selenium is an essential micronutrient for normal animal nutrition, concentrations not greatly
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exceeding those required may produce toxic effects.506 Selenium can quickly bioaccumulate and
become toxic to fish.507 Selenium exposure via diet can cause fish to experience developmental
problems, and, at sufficiently high levels, mortality.508 Exposure to selenium-contaminated
water can also directly cause salmon mortality, albeit at much higher concentrations (around 69
µg/L).509 There is no research that defines the lowest level at which selenium concentrations are
safe for salmonids.510 Once selenium has been introduced to an aquatic system, it has long
lasting effects as it is cycled back into the biota, “remain[ing] at elevated levels for years,”511 or
even decades.512 For example, more than a decade after the cessation of selenium pollution of
Belews Lake in North Carolina, biological effects of selenium were still present in fish, such that
restocking efforts were unable to re-establish fish populations.513
Salmonids and the KSM Mine’s Expected Water-Quality Impacts
All six B.C. Mines will drain into downstream salmonid streams, but at this point, only
the KSM Mine has compiled predictive data describing concentration levels at downstream
salmonid reaches. At KSM Mine, the mine proponent predicts a “potential for fish or aquatic
habitat exposure to acidic water or metals . . . during all phases of the Project,” including
“[e]xposure of fish . . . to extremes in pH or metals . . . lead[ing] to both lethal and sub-lethal
effects.”514 This alarming prediction is in fact a best case scenario: it assumes that mine
operations, closure, and treatment would “occur under normal operating conditions.”515 The
project alone is expected to generate levels of aluminum, cadmium, copper, lead, silver, zinc, and
selenium sufficient to generate concentrations that are harmful—in some cases directly lethal—
to salmon within the waters of the Unuk River. The mine proponent’s estimates are summarized
in the following:


Aluminum
Aluminum pollution is predicted to rise to a level significantly higher than that harmful to
salmonids. In waters inhabited by sockeye, Chinook, and Coho salmon, and steelhead
trout516 at and downstream of the confluence of Sulphurets Creek and the Unuk
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River,517the KSM Mine proponent expects an average dissolved aluminum concentration
of 1,790 µg/L during the mine’s operation518—66 times the level at which juvenile
salmonids experience impaired growth519—with a potential maximum level of 11,970
µg/L during operation of the mine520—443 times the level at which juvenile salmonids
experience impaired growth.521 For 50 years after the mine’s closure (the mine
proponent’s predictions stop at that point522), aluminum concentrations are expected to be
on average 1,820 µg/L, with a maximum of 12,760 µg/L.523 Even further downstream, at
the Unuk River’s crossing of the Canada–United States border, aluminum concentrations
are expected to be on average 1,440 µg/L (with a maximum of 6,350 µg/L) during the
mine’s operation, and 1,460 µg/L (with a maximum of 6580 µg/L) five decades after the
mine is closed.524


Cadmium
Cadmium pollution is predicted to rise in excess of levels at which salmonids avoid
waters entirely or experience impaired growth and reproductive harms. At and
downstream of the confluence of Sulphurets Creek with the Unuk River, in waters
inhabited by sockeye, Chinook, and Coho salmon and steelhead trout,525 the KSM Mine
proponent expects an average dissolved cadmium concentration of 0.231 µg/L526—in
excess of levels at which fish avoid waters entirely, and levels at which eggs hatch
prematurely.527 The proponent expects a potential maximum level of 0.727 µg/L during
operation of the mine528—well above the level at which salmonids’ predator-avoidance
functions suffer, and only a few parts per billion below levels that are directly lethal to
fish.529 Even for 50 years after the mine’s closure, cadmium levels are expected to be on
average 0.234 µg/L, with a maximum of 0.738 µg/L.530
Further downstream, where the Unuk River crosses the Canada–United States border,
cadmium levels are expected to be on average 0.060 µg/L (with a maximum of 0.229
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µg/L) during the mine’s operation, and 0.061 µg/L (with a maximum of 0.229 µg/L) five
decades after the mine is closed.531


Copper
Copper pollution is expected at times to rise well above levels lethal for salmonids, to
average a concentration at which salmonids can be expected to suffer harms of chronic
toxicity such as ion-regulatory, respiratory, gill-tissue, and circulatory harms. At and
downstream of the confluence of Sulphurets Creek with the Unuk River, in waters
inhabited by sockeye, Chinook, and Coho salmon, and steelhead,532 the KSM Mine
proponent expects an average dissolved copper concentration of 21.7 µg/L533—almost ten
times the level at which adult Chinook salmon will avoid waters, over four times the level
at which salmonids suffer impaired perception and predator avoidance, and less than one
part per billion from the level at which salmon suffer acute toxicity.534 The mine
proponent expects a potential maximum level of 83.5 µg/L535—over three times the level
at which waters become directly lethal to Chinook and pink salmon, and around seven
times the level at which salmon experience chronic toxicity.536 Even for 50 years after
the mine’s closure, copper levels are expected to be on average 21.9 µg/L, with a
maximum of 86.1 µg/L.537 This would create a de facto migratory barrier to all habitat
upstream of the confluence of Sulphurets Creek with the Unuk River through salmonids’
avoidance behavior.
Further downstream, at the Canada–United States border, copper levels are expected to
be on average 7.6 µg/L (with a maximum of 31.1 µg/L) during the mine’s operation,538
and 7.7 µg/L (with a maximum of 31.4 µg/L) five decades after the mine is closed.539



Lead
Lead pollution is expected to rise above levels at which salmonids experience
developmental abnormalities. At and downstream of the confluence of Sulphurets Creek
with the Unuk River, in waters inhabited by sockeye, Chinook, and Coho salmon, and
steelhead,540the KSM Mine proponent expects an average dissolved lead concentration of
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1.6 µg/L, with a potential maximum of 8.2 µg/L, during operation of the mine541—above
the level at which salmonids suffer developmental abnormalities.542 Even 50 years after
the mine’s closure, lead levels are expected to be on average 1.62 µg/L, with a maximum
of 8.72 µg/L.543 Further downstream, at the Unuk River’s crossing of the Canada–United
States border, lead levels are expected to be on average 1.23 µg/L (with a maximum of
5.22 µg/L) during the mine’s operation,544 increasing to 1.25 µg/L (with a maximum of
5.4 µg/L) five decades after the mine is closed.545


Silver
Silver pollution is expected to rise at times to levels at which salmonids will experience
impaired development and growth. At and downstream of the confluence of Sulphurets
Creek with the Unuk River, in waters inhabited by sockeye, Chinook, and Coho salmon
and steelhead,546 the KSM Mine proponent expects an average dissolved silver
concentration of 0.043 µg/L, with a potential maximum of 0.274 µg/L547—a maximum
well above the level at which juvenile salmon would experience reduced growth and eggs
would hatch prematurely.548 Even for 50 years after the mine’s closure, silver
concentrations are expected to be on average 0.043 µg/L, with a maximum of 0.291
µg/L.549 Further downstream, at the Unuk River’s crossing of the Canada–United States
border, silver concentrations are expected to be on average 0.024 µg/L (with a maximum
of 0.104 µg/L) during the mine’s operation,550 and 0.025 µg/L (with a maximum of 0.107
µg/L) five decades after the mine is closed.551



Zinc
Zinc pollution is expected to rise above levels at which salmonids avoid waters entirely.
At and downstream of the confluence of Sulphurets Creek with the Unuk River, in waters
inhabited by sockeye, Chinook, and Coho salmon, and steelhead,552 the KSM Mine
proponent expects an average dissolved zinc concentration of 22.3 µg/L—2.5 times the
level at which juvenile salmonids avoid waters553—with a potential maximum of 61.0
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µg/L during operation of the mine.554 Even for 50 years after the mine’s closure zinc
concentration are expected to be on average 22.5 µg/L, with a maximum of 64.9 µg/L.555
Further downstream, at the Unuk River’s crossing of the Canada–United States border,
zinc levels are expected to be on average 9 µg/L (with a maximum of 28 µg/L) both
during the mine’s operation,556 and five decades after the mine is closed.557


Selenium
The KSM Mine project expects a management problem regarding selenium pollution. As
mentioned above, because the main threat selenium poses to salmon comes from
bioaccumulation via diet, as opposed to direct exposure via waterborne selenium, there is
no data regarding safe levels of selenium. With this in mind, at and downstream of the
confluence of Sulphurets Creek with the Unuk River, in waters inhabited by sockeye,
Chinook, and Coho salmon, and steelhead,558 the proponent of KSM Mine expects an
average selenium concentration of 2.0 µg/L, with a potential maximum of 3.4 µg/L
during operation of the mine.559 This level factors in the project’s use of a selenium
treatment plant (feed water without treatment has a selenium concentration of 100
µg/L).560 Even for 50 years after the mine’s closure, selenium levels are expected to be
on average 1.9 µg/L, with a maximum of 3.2 µg/L.561 The mine proponent recognizes
that these levels constitute a “degradation of water quality”:
Selenium concentrations . . . are predicted to be greater
than both the background concentrations and water quality
guidelines at site UR1 below the confluence [of the Unuk
River] with Sulphurets Creek, indicating degradation of
water quality in the operation, closure, and post-closure
phases of the Project. . . . [T]he magnitude of the effect is
high . . . . Effects are predicted to extend into the far-future
in post-closure. . . . Qualitatively, an increase in
concentration of selenium in the water may increase the
concentration of the metal in fish tissue; however, there is a
high degree of uncertainty evaluating the effect of
increased concentrations of selenium in water.562
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The effect of selenium pollution is expected to be detectable 22 miles (35 kilometers)
downstream of the mine site on the Alaskan side of the border.563 At the Unuk River’s
crossing of the Canada–United States border, selenium levels are expected to be on
average 1.1 µg/L (with a maximum of 1.9 µg/L) during the mine’s operation,564 and 1.1
µg/L (with a maximum of 1.7 µg/L) five decades after the mine is closed.565 In addition,
the mine proponent expects that total cumulative selenium loading once the effect of the
Brucejack Mine is included “could result in a cumulative effect of a greater magnitude in
the Unuk River at the [British Columbia]–Alaska border.”566
The B.C. Mines’ Potential Impacts on Salmonids
The KSM Mine’s expectations are illustrative of the threats posed to downstream
salmonid-populated waters by each of the B.C. Mines. In fact, the threats from each of these
mines might be much greater than the example of the KSM Mine suggests.
The B.C. Mines will also pose the threat of harmful synergies that may result from the
simultaneous presence of different pollutants in the same waters. “Few studies exist on the
effects that multiple metal ‘cocktails’ have on fish and aquatic food chains, and combined effects
can be more toxic than any single element.”567 It is known that the combination of copper and
zinc “can be more than additive, with mixtures of the two metals causing higher rates of
mortality in fish than expected based on each element alone.”568 Mine proponents are aware of
these risks, but have not modeled their effects.569
Harms expected from the B.C. Mines will also have a cumulative effect, given that in
many cases more than one mine and its waste materials drain into a single watershed. In KSM’s
case, water quality predictions understate harms by failing to account for cumulative effects
when KSM’s pollution is combined with that of the upstream Brucejack Mine project. Canadian
federal and provincial authorities, as well as the United States Environmental Protection Agency
and the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation have expressed concerns that metals
(particularly chromium and zinc) and nonmetal (selenium and arsenic) pollution from Brucejack
Mine will cause harm to downstream fish and fish habitat.570 The Brucejack Mine proponent
563
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concedes that “[t]here is a potential for change to surface water quality due to Project activities in
the headwaters of the Sulphurets/Unuk watersheds” and that “[p]otential effects on the Unuk
River may have international transboundary implications.”571 A full understanding of the threats
posed by the B.C. Mines would need to account for cumulative impacts.
Information about the B.C. Mine projects indicates that each one poses threats to
downstream waters inhabited by salmonids. In the Taku River watershed, the Tulsequah Chief
Mine lacks predictions for the concentrations of toxic metals and acidity that it will generate in
downstream waters inhabited by salmonids. The old mine sites on its property have already “left
a residual acid mine drainage [] problem,” with “acidic waters carrying dissolved metals draining
into the Tulsequah River,”572 and from there into the Taku River. Like other mines, the
Tulsequah Chief Mine assures regulators that it will sequester or mitigate the contamination of
contact waters by acid mine drainage and metal leaching.573 Extrapolation from the example of
the KSM Mine indicates harmful impacts on downstream waters. Moreover, the Tulsequah
Chief Mine proponent, Chieftain Metals, has already substantiated doubts as to the efficacy of its
mitigation measures and the veracity of its assurances. When it took over the project, Chieftain
Metals committed to addressing the residual acid mine drainage problem at the site, and
constructed a treatment plant.574 But the plant stopped operations in June 2012 “in contravention
of the Fisheries Act and the [Environmental Management Act] permit,” and Chieftain Metals
will not restart its operations until the project receives further financing,575 reneging on its
commitments.576 British Columbia’s mining minister has conceded that concern about extant
acidic drainage from historic mines in the area is “a most legitimate criticism of us by those folks
in Alaska who don’t like it.”577
In the Stikine River drainage, none of the mines—Red Chris, Schaft Creek, or Galore
Creek—have measured or predictively estimated their water-quality impacts from operations
with regard to downstream salmonids and their habitats.578 Even before development, the waters
downstream of some of these mine projects were naturally high in levels of dissolved metals,
571
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including aluminum, cadmium, and copper.579 For this reason, even slight marginal increases in
dissolved metals could raise levels above harm thresholds for salmonids.
In this context, the Red Chris Mine project expects that “[a]ctivities associated with
construction, operation and reclamation of the mine may potentially impact existing fisheries
resources within local and regional surface waterbodies.”580 As Red Chris’s Environmental
Assessment Report describes, “[t]he primary water quality issues of concern . . . are . . .
aluminum, cadmium, and selenium. . . . The metals will come from milling operations and from
precipitation runoff and groundwater draining through the North waste dump and across and
through the exposed rock in the open pit walls.”581 The mine proponent itself predicted that
“under non-acidic conditions concentrations of most elements in drainage waters can be expected
to be relatively low,” but “[t]he onset of acidic conditions can be expected to destabilize all these
sinks resulting in elevated concentrations of these elements in drainage.”582
In the same watershed, the Schaft Creek Mine threatens the lower reaches of Mess Creek,
a salmon spawning ground,583 as well as a habitat for steelhead trout.584
The proponent of the Galore Creek predicts that “[d]uring operation of the mine, tailings
decant water will be discharged into Galore Creek,” and will be “expected to increase the
concentrations of a selection of metals and nutrients in Galore Creek and the Scud River.”585 It
expects tailings and waste-rock facilities to cause “habitat loss” and “habitat degradation” to the
downstream species of Pacific salmon.586 Even though the mine proponent did not complete
detailed predictions of effects downstream, it concedes that “potential effects of mine
components on the Stikine River” include “habitat loss” and “habitat degradation.”587 The
organization contracted to complete the predictive studies nonetheless “conservatively estimated
that effects could potentially extend” further downstream, even if the volume of the creek was
insufficient to independently render the Stikine River unviable for salmon.588 The mine did not
present information regarding the total magnitude of metals release from ore at the project’s
dewatering site, only stating that it would be “minimal.”589 While the Schaft and Galore creeks
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collectively contribute a small volume to the total flow of the Stikine River,590 pollution of these
streams could nonetheless materially affect salmon viability, especially when taken cumulatively
with the pollution contributed by the Red Chris Mine.
All of these predictions, however, understate risks, because they presume the veracity and
foresight of mine proponents’ claims that all control and mitigation measures will work perfectly
as planned. In order to reduce exposure to air, and thus oxidation, mine wastes and tailings can
be stored underwater or included within a cement-like paste, which is then used to backfill a
mine. Additionally, tailings water and contact water can be impounded and released to the
environment combined with neutralizing additives such as crushed limestone. But studies have
shown that these methods are of limited efficacy: “much uncertainty remains in the ability of
scientists and engineers to predict the ultimate drainage quality years in the future, as many
complex variables influence acid generation and neutralization.”591 Of 56 mines examined in
one study, 11 percent did not conform to the expected results based on neutralization-potential to
acid-potential ratios.592 Predictions are often flawed because they result from misidentification
of certain rocks as neutralizing when they in fact add no alkalinity to the water to offset the
acidity of oxidizing sulfide rock.593 Similarly, studies have demonstrated that “conventional
analytical methods fail[] to accurately characterize acid-forming minerals.”594
Moreover, “[m]itigation frequently fails to perform according to plan.”595 A study of all
permitted mines from 1975 to 2006 for which environmental impact statements were completed
in the United States revealed that 64 percent had mining-related exceedances of water quality
standards (and hence also of predicted pollutant concentrations).596 Of mines that had predicted
low impacts to surface water resources with the use of mitigation measures, 73 percent
developed exceedances of water quality standards.597 Of mines that predicted a low potential for
the development of acid mine drainage, 89 percent eventually developed problems with acid
mine drainage pollution.598 Perhaps most telling of all, of mines in close proximity to surface
water that predicted no exceedances, 91 percent had developed exceedances of surface water
standards and elevated acid mine drainage potential by the time of the study.599 The study
590
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concluded that pre-mining predictions of mitigation efficacy are likely to mischaracterize the
hydrology of the mine location (by overestimating dilution of pollutants, for example), as well as
the geochemical qualities of their pollutants.600 It is also likely that mitigation measures will fail
to work as planned: in 64 percent of cases mitigation measures failed.601
The risks that these studies demonstrate are only compounded by the timescale on which
treatment must be sustained: centuries, even millennia. For example, mines dating from the
Roman Empire still discharge acidic waste water today.602 Tellingly, proponents of the KSM
Mine conclude: “[t]he proposed mitigation cannot eliminate the Project-related residual effect
on water quality. . . [including] degradation of surface water quality due to sedimentation and
erosion, [metals leaching and acid mine drainage] and dissolution of blasting residues near
access corridors, and increased selenium concentrations due to effluent discharge.”603 These
effects only pertain to the first 100 years post construction, including around 50 years of mine
operation and 50 years post-closure. Thereafter, “[p]redictive water quality modeling into the
far-future has an inherent level of uncertainty.”604
Risks also arise with respect to the integrity and efficacy of tailings dams. As the Galore
Creek Mine proponent states regarding its own dam:
[I]ntegrity of the tailings dam will be of importance. A tailings
dam failure would result in a very large pulse of water travelling
downstream. The force of the water may result in the destruction or
alteration of habitat for kilometres downstream of the mine,
possibly as far as the Stikine River. . . . Contaminated sediment
from the tailings pond would . . . potentially cause mortality among
primary and secondary producers. . . . This may have catastrophic
effects on the productivity of the river, affecting not only fish
species, but also wildlife and humans. Productive capacity would
likely be altered for years as newly-exposed potentially acidgenerating (PAG) rock begins to leach acid, and contaminated
sediment settles onto the substrate of the river.605
Proponents for the B.C. Mines downplay the likelihood of a dam failure,606 but in truth
tailings dam failures are not a rare occurrence. During the 1968 to 2006 period, globally, there
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were 3.76 tailings dam failures per year.607 In fact, one of the Red Chris Mine proponent’s own
engineers608 has published a study concluding that dam failures often follow a “mining
boom”609—“in the manner of a hangover after a good party.”610 The study hypothesizes a
number of causes for this pattern, including “permit haste,” pressure to cut costs, incompetence
of personnel, and a general “[d]isconnect between design expectations and operational
realities”—all of which are endemic to the practice of building tailings dams.611 This general
finding is especially pertinent because the British Columbia regulatory context has proved not
only unable to address the risks of catastrophic dam failure, but also generally deficient in
overseeing the mining sector as a whole. In the words of the Auditor General of British
Columbia, the Ministry of Energy and Mines and the Ministry of the Environment’s
[C]ompliance and enforcement activities of the mining sector are
inadequate to protect the province from significant environmental
risks. . . . Both ministries lack sufficient resources and tools to
manage environmental risks from mining activities. . . . Neither
ministry uses a permitting approach that reduces the likelihood
taxpayers will have to pay costs associated with the environmental
impacts of mining activities (known as the polluter-pays
principle). . . . Both [ministries’] enforcement responses have
significant deficiencies . . . . [T]he two ministries are not informing
the public and legislators about the long-term risks from mining,
the effectiveness of the agencies’ regulatory oversight, and the
overall performance of the companies being regulated.612
Less than two years ago, a tailings dam collapsed at the Mount Polley copper and gold mine, a
project owned by Red Chris Mine proponent Imperial Metals. Mount Polley released millions of
cubic meters of tailings into downstream waters, sending much of this waste into the waters of
Quesnel Lake.613 Considering that the B.C. Mines come to fruition as elements of a classic
mining boom, and in a regulatory context that has by no means precluded catastrophic dam
failures, the risks to downstream waters are heightened.
607
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The harms described above do not exhaust the detrimental risks that the B.C. Mines pose
to salmonids in the Taku, Stikine, and Unuk river watersheds. The particular contaminants
addressed above could harm salmonids in additional ways not discussed in this petition. For
example, metals and other contaminants from the B.C. Mines could directly or indirectly harm
the smaller aquatic species on which Pacific salmon and steelhead prey; changes in the quality or
quantity of the salmonids’ food source could harm the salmonids. Beyond the particular metals
and non-metals examined above, numerous other contaminants will leach from mine wastes and
tailings; each of these could have detrimental effects on downstream salmon and steelhead, as
well as their habitats. Pollution and other adverse changes originating from each mine’s
infrastructure and, where applicable, access roads are also likely to harm salmon and trout
populations by interfering with the hydrological and biotic processes of riverine ecosystems. For
example, the projects will use vast quantities of water in their operations, all of which will be
drawn from the surrounding environment. This is likely to result in changes in downstream flow
velocity, as well as increases in sediment, turbidity (suspended sediment), and temperature—all
of which could have adverse impacts on salmonids. Mine proponents have already conceded
that such variations in flow are real concerns.614 Each hydrological and biotic change, both
individually and cumulatively, could potentially harm salmonids and their habitats in the Taku,
Stikine, and Unuk watersheds. A full investigation of the extent to which the B.C. Mines harm
Pacific salmon and steelhead trout should encompass all such harms.
A full investigation should also examine the extent to which the B.C Mines will affect
other river systems that, though not traversing the Canada–United States border, implicate the
populations of anadromous salmonids protected by the Anadromous Stocks Conservation
Convention. For example, the Nass River flows 236 miles (380 kilometers) within the Canadian
border, from headwaters in the Coast Range and Hazelton mountains to the Portland Canal, a
fjord of the Pacific Ocean.615 The Nass River is inhabited by all five species of Pacific salmon
and steelhead trout.616 The drainage of the Bell-Irving River, a major tributary of the Nass,617
supports populations of steelhead, with five percent of all steelhead in the Nass River system
spawning in this watershed, including in Teigen and Treaty creeks.618 Coho, Chinook, and
sockeye salmon are also present in these creeks or their tributaries;619 Teigen Creek alone
accounts for eight percent of the total Nass Chinook salmon stock.620 As has been described
614

See KSM EA Application at 13-41 (“Alaska state departments and federal US agencies identified potential
changes in flow (increase or decrease) within the Unuk River as a concern.”); id. at 13-154 (“The potential residual
effects on streamflows within the [regional study area] include changes in annual flow volumes, monthly flow
distribution, and peak and low flows. . . . This assessment is based on the local extent of these effects, and considers
a far-future duration for these effects, which are continuous in nature, reversible in long-term, and neutral in context.
The likelihood of occurrence of these changes is high . . . .”).
615

Richardson & Milner at 760, 763.

616

Id. at 763.
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Id.
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KSM EA Application at 15-43 to 15-44.
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Id. at 15-44.

620

Id. at 15-45.
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above, the KSM Mine’s ore processing plant and tailings impoundment sit in Teigen and Treaty
creek drainages, within the Bell-Irving watershed and the Nass River drainage.621 The mine
proponent plans to have these facilities discharge waters into the Treaty and Teigen creeks.622
These discharges are likely to impose harms on populations of salmonids. For example, during
operations, in South Teigen Creek, inhabited by steelhead,623 the expected mean concentrations
of aluminum, copper, and selenium are 330 µg/L, 1.1 µg/L, and 0.07 µg/L, respectively.624 In
Teigen Creek, inhabited by Chinook, Coho, and sockeye salmon, and steelhead,625 the expected
mean concentrations of aluminum, copper, and selenium are 210 µg/L, 0.9 µg/L, and 0.4 µg/L,
respectively.626 In Treaty Creek, inhabited by Chinook, Coho, and sockeye salmon, and
steelhead,627 the expected mean concentrations of aluminum, copper, selenium, and zinc are
3,200 µg/L, 9 µg/L, and 1.0 µg/L, and 25 µg/L, respectively.628 These concentrations are in
excess—in some cases by several hundred-fold—of concentrations at which salmonids can
safely spawn and rear.629 Thus, a full picture of the effects of the B.C. Mines on the salmonid
species protected under the Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention should also
encompass other affected watersheds, even if they do not straddle the international boundary.
As a general matter, metals mining operations routinely contaminate waters inhabited by
fish—specifically salmonids—due to the oxidation of sulfide deposits in which ores are often
found. The KSM Mine, the only project that compiled water-quality predictions with respect to
downstream salmon waters, expects the levels of aluminum, cadmium, copper, lead, silver, zinc,
and selenium—to say nothing of other materials—to rise to levels that will cause harmful effects
to the reproductive, developmental, and survival capacities of salmonids. The other five mines
have failed to predict precise water-quality levels in downstream salmon waters, instead inducing
Canadian regulators to rely on assurances that mitigation measures will work perfectly for the
indefinite future—timeframes often counted in the centuries. These assurances are unrealistic,
contradicted by scientific literature, and cannot be credited. Establishing and permitting the B.C.
Mines pose a substantial threat of directly reducing populations of Pacific salmon and steelhead
trout, and are likely to harm them by modifying or degrading habitat so as to preclude essential
behaviors and survival in the Taku, Stikine, and Unuk river watersheds, with detrimental
outcomes for the communities and enterprises that rely on these watersheds.

621

Id. at 15-1 (“The eastern area of the Project is situated within the Bell-Irving River watershed, which discharges
into the Nass River.”); see also 15-7 to 15-8 (describing watersheds).
622

Id. at 14-73, Fig. 14.7-8 & 14-75.
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Id. at 15-42, Tbl. 15.1-4.
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Id. at 14-233, Tbl. 14.7-47.
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Id. at 15-42, Tbl. 15.1-4.
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Id. at 14-245, Tbl. 14.7-50.
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Id. at 15-42, Tbl. 15.1-4.
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Id. at 14-206, Tbl. 14.7-44.
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See supra pp. 47-51.
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Relevance under the Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention and the Pelly
Amendment
The establishment, operation, and post-closure effects of the six B.C. Mines are likely to
result in takings of Pacific salmon and steelhead trout. The mines can be expected to pollute and
otherwise harm the downstream salmon waters of the Taku, Stikine, and Unuk river watersheds,
likely resulting in habitat destruction, sub-lethal developmental and reproductive harms, and in
some instances direct lethality to chum, pink, Coho, sockeye, and Chinook salmon and steelhead
trout. The mines therefore pose a substantial threat of directly reducing populations of each of
these species, and are likely to harm them by modifying or degrading habitat so as to preclude
essential behaviors and survival. They would thus constitute takings under the Pelly
Amendment.
The B.C. Mines’ likely destruction of habitat and direct harm to Pacific salmon and
steelhead would diminish the effectiveness of the Anadromous Stocks Conservation Convention.
The United States executed the Convention in order to promote conservation of Pacific salmon
and steelhead trout populations, which otherwise would have been over-exploited and
depleted.630 Accordingly, all parties to the Convention agreed to refrain from high seas fishing
in order to preserve populations of anadromous fish returning to their waters.631 Their
preservation would benefit domestic ecology by allowing salmon to return to their natal waters
and ecosystems, and in turn allow sustainable commercial harvests and subsistence uses by
indigenous peoples.632 By establishing and operating the B.C. Mines, Canadian nationals are
likely to materially harm the very anadromous fish populations protected under the
Convention—this time in spawning and rearing habitats. The net effect of the permitting and
establishment of the B.C. Mines would thus diminish the effectiveness of the Anadromous
Stocks Conservation Convention. The likely takings of Pacific salmon and steelhead trout
resulting from existing and future mining projects justify an investigation of these projects
pursuant to the Pelly Amendment. If that investigation determines that a taking has or will
occur, this conclusion must be certified to the President.

630

See supra pp. 7-8.

631

See Letter of Submittal from Sec. James A. Baker III to the President at viii (“As the Convention will provide
greater protection to migrating U.S.-origin Pacific salmon on the high seas, it should go far in helping U.S. interests
accrue the fullest possible economic, social and recreational benefits from the Pacific salmon produced in U.S.
waters.”); Convention for the Conservation of Anadromous Stocks in the North Pacific Ocean (Treaty Doc. 102-30):
Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Foreign Relations, 102nd Cong. 2 (2d Sess. 1992) (statement of Sen. Murkowski)
(explaining that the United States would ratify the Convention to protect the salmon runs of Alaska and the Western
United States); id. at 3 (statement of Sen. Packwood) ( “The prohibition of high seas fishing for North Pacific
salmon will have the direct effect of protecting United States-origin salmon species. . . . Ratification of this
convention will insure that the United States receives the fullest possible economic, social and recreational benefits
from the salmon produced in our waters.”).
632

K. R. Bryan, Swimming Upstream: Trying to Enforce the 1992 North Pacific Salmon Treaty, 28 CORNELL INT’L
L.J. 241, 243 (1995).
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V.

CONCLUSION

The development of the six B.C. Mines addressed above—the Tulsequah Chief, Red
Chris, Schaft Creek, Galore Creek, KSM, and Brucejack mines—pose a substantial risk of
significant detrimental population-level impacts on woodland caribou, grizzly bears, and six
species of Pacific salmonids. Both the direct mortality increases and adverse modification of
habitat resulting from the projects would constitute “takings” as the term is defined in the Pelly
Amendment. Canadian nationals have developed or are preparing to construct these six projects
in ways likely to cause takings of these important populations, and in so doing diminish the
effectiveness of the Western Hemisphere Convention and the Anadromous Stocks Conservation
Convention.
Under the Pelly Amendment, once the Secretary is of the opinion that there may be cause
for certification under Section 1978(a)(2), she must “promptly investigate . . . [the relevant]
activity by foreign nationals.”633 The facts set forth in the foregoing petition establish that such
an investigation should now be undertaken.
The Secretary should simultaneously engage with officials at the State Department and
other relevant officials within the Federal Executive to secure a referral of the issue of harms to
the transboundary watersheds resulting from the B.C. Mines to the International Joint
Commission. Such a referral would be the most direct means of addressing this issue, and could
potentially obviate the need for further steps under the Pelly Amendment.
Accordingly, the undersigned groups respectfully request that the Secretary commence an
investigation pursuant to the Pelly Amendment, and engage officials within the Federal
Government to secure a referral of the issue of harms to the transboundary watersheds resulting
from the B.C. Mines to the International Joint Commission.
Sincerely yours,
Clinton Cook, Sr.
CRAIG TRIBAL ASSOCIATION

Stan Tomandl
FRIENDS OF THE STIKINE SOCIETY

Guy Archibald
INSIDE PASSAGE WATERKEEPER

Ronald Leighton
ORGANIZED VILLAGE OF KASAAN

Barry Morrison
PETERSBURG INDIAN ASSOCIATION

Chris Zimmer
RIVERS WITHOUT BORDERS

Heather Hardcastle
SALMON STATE

Ana Simeon
SIERRA CLUB BC

633
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SOUTHEAST ALASKA CONSERVATION
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Jill Weitz
TROUT UNLIMITED

Frederick Otilius Olsen, Jr.
UNITED TRIBAL TRANSBOUNDARY
MINING WORK GROUP

Kenta Tsuda
Iris Korhonen-Penn
EARTHJUSTICE

Electronic copy:
The Hon. Michael Bean, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Fish, Wildlife & Parks,
Department of the Interior;
Mr. Daniel M. Ashe, Director U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Department of the Interior;
The Hon. Bill Walker, Governor, State of Alaska;
The Hon. Byron Mallott, Lt. Governor, State of Alaska;
The Hon. Lisa Murkowski, United States Senate (via Michael Pawlowski, Ephraim Froehlich);
The Hon. Dan Sullivan, United States Senate (via Erik Elam);
The Hon. Donald Young, United States House of Representatives (via Michael Defilippis).
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Figure 1. Affected Transboundary Watersheds and Other Anadromous Streams
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Figure 2. Tulsequah Chief Mine
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Figure 3. Red Chris Mine
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Figure 4. Schaft Creek Mine
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Figure 5. Galore Creek Mine
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Figure 6. Brucejack and KSM Mines
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Figure 7. Northern Mountain Woodland Caribou Ranges
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Figure 8. Affected Grizzly Bear Management Units
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